Guide to Labour Left Alliance Series of
Talks on Zionism
When I was first asked to do a series of talks on Zionism the first problem I
faced was how to divide it up. What area(s) were the most important? Although
I’ve often given talks on Zionism and various aspects, from meetings at
universities to the CPGB Communist University to Palestinian meetings of one
kind, I had never given a series of structured talks.
I therefore felt much like an academic seeking to draw up a syllabus except
these were Zoom talks not a course at a university or college.
My planning was not helped by having got arrested with activists from Palestine
Action on 9th March resulting in my spending a week at Her Majesty’s pleasure
or displeasure!
In the end I structured the talks into the following sections which I think make
sense.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

What is Zionism
Zionism and anti-Semitism
Socialist Zionism. Does it exist?
Zionism during the holocaust. Nazi-Zionist relations.
Zionism and the Israeli state

I am very aware that I left out a number of topics such as Zionism During the
Mandate – I touched on this very briefly. Likewise I barely mentioned at all
Israel’s Oriental Jewish/Misrahi population. Nor did I cover the very early days
of the Israeli state in terms of the forced displacement of the Arab Jewish
population, from Iraq in particular but also Egypt, Yemen and Morocco. Nor
did I cover the ethnic divisions within the Israeli Jewish population.
Nonetheless I think that we covered a great deal of ground and people should
have a good background to the issue of Zionism and what it is
Below are simply the notes that I compiled preparing for the talks
All these talks can be found here
https://tinyurl.com/8fa4heds

I have not altered the notes in any way so you may find I did not, for time
reasons, cover some things. Also, because I never speak from notes, I would
wander off onto topics that came into my head whilst giving the talks!
I hope that you find them useful. At the end I have prepared a short
bibliography.
Tony Greenstein

What is Zionism? Talk 26th March 2021
1. Labour Party
of all British political parties the Labour Party has the longest and most consistent record of
support for Zionism [see ‘richness’ PTO]

2. Ideology and movement (self-determination?)
3. Belief that Zionism and Judaism are inextricably linked
a. One can no more separate it [Zionism] from Judaism than separate the City of
London from Great Britain.’ Mirvis Telegraph 3.5.16.

i. Leon ‘Religion being an ideological reflection of social interests, it
must perforce correspond to them. Today religion does not at all
constitute an obstacle to Zionism. In reality just so long as Judaism
was incorporated in the feudal system, the ‘dream of Zion’ was
nothing but a dream and did not correspond to any real interest of
Judaism. The Jewish tavern owner or ‘farmer’ of the 16th Century
Poland thought as little of ‘returning’ to Palestine as does the Jewish
millionaire in America today.1

4. The myths of Zionism
a. Nation/race
b. Eternal Anti-Semitism – Eternal Jew - permanent victimhood
Leon
‘Zionism transposes modern anti-Semitism to all of history and saves itself the
trouble of studying the various forms of anti-Semitism and their evolution.’
Pinsker
‘Judaephobia is then a mental disease, and as a mental disease it is
hereditary, and having been inherited for 2,000 years

c. Exile after fall of temple – Antioch, Seleucia, Alexandria ¾
d. Longing to return - 2.5 million
e. Next year in Jerusalem
Anti-semitism, its History and Causes) (1894) – Bernard Lazarre

5. Zionism was a modern movement of the late colonial era
6. The first Zionists were Christian Zionists beginning with Menasseh ben
Israel Cromwell 1655 Edward I 1290
Restorationism Anthony Ashley, 7th Earl of Shaftesbury, Disraeli,
Palmerstone, Napoleon – expelling Jews to Palestine
1

A. Leon, p. 247.

Ernest Laharanne
7. Reaction to Anti-Semitism and also Emancipation
should it prove true that the emancipation of the Jews is incompatible with Jewish
nationalism, then the Jew must sacrifice emancipation. - Hess

8. First Zionists
Hess – ‘The Germans hate the religion of the Jews less than their race…

The Jewish race
is a primary race which… accommodates itself to all conditions and retains its integrity.
The Jewish type has always remained indelibly the same throughout the centuries.’2
Hess spoke of the ‘mystery of Jewish and Christian blood-worship’. Robert Wistrich
attributes Hess’s ‘virulent anti-Judaism’ to ‘his view of the Jewish God as an insatiable
Moloch that demands human sacrifice, just as in his Christian form he had demanded the
crucifixion of his own son

Leo Pinsker - 1881 pogroms – Autoemancipation
Herzl –
Conversion to Catholicism
alliance with imperialist powers
9. Reaction of Jews to Zionism
Munich
Lucien Wolf
I have spent most of my life in combating these very doctrines, when presented to me in
the form of anti-Semitism, and I can only regard them as the more dangerous when they
come to me in the guise of Zionism. They constitute a capitulation to our enemies.’ 3

Orthodox Jews – Agudat Yisrael Socialists
Support for Zionism could have ‘serious electoral drawbacks’ in the East End of the
1930s.”4 In 1906 in the Manchester East constituency, Arthur Balfour, the Prime
Minister, lost his seat to the Liberals despite his cultivation of the Zionist movement:
It was a ‘telling verdict upon Zionist political influence at the time.’5

Bourgeois Jews
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Adler - “criminals... mentally and physically afflicted.6
League of British Jews was formed at a meeting in New Court, headquarters of the
Rothschild’s business interests. Its first AGM in March 2018 was attended by over
400 members. Lionel Rothschild was elected President and Lord Swaythling (Samuel
Montagu) as vice-President. The Times of 13 March reported that ‘all the leading
names of Anglo-Jewry are represented on its provisional Committee.’ It set up a rival
newspaper to the JC, the Jewish Guardian.7 In 1920 over Zionist objections, the
Board accepted Lord Rothschild’s recommendations to co-operate with the League in
combatting anti-Semitism.

Only acceptance by British bourgeoisie that led to Jewish bourgeoisie
accepting Zionism
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The Israeli elections have now resulted in the
election of at least 2 Jewish Nazis to the Knesset –
this is the end result of Zionism
The Israeli elections have now resulted in the election of at least 2 Jewish
Nazis to the Knesset – this is the end result of Zionism

Why Zionism you may ask. Well Zionism is the ideology and
movement that led to today’s Israel. If you are a member of PSC
Executive then Zionism, the ideology of Jewish Supremacy that led to
the State of Israel and today’s Apartheid State is irrelevant.
For these people why Israel does what it does is irrelevant. All that
matters is that the Palestinians are a suitable human rights cause and
provide the opportunity for jobs and a living. Because to some
Palestine solidarity is no more than a job.
However to socialists and anti-imperialists Zionism, the movement
that created the State of Israel, is the key to understanding everything.
When everyone welcomed the Oslo Accords in 1993 as leading to a
Palestinian state I stood out as the perpetual Jeremiah, the Old
Testament Prophet who was always crying ‘woe, woe’. But if you
look at my article in October 1993 (misdated 1983!) in a debate with
Julia Bard of the Jewish Socialist Group it’s not hard to work out who
was right and who got it wrong.
Today the Israeli elections have elected not one but two Jewish Nazis
as part of the Religious Zionism party. Itamar Gvir of Ozma Yehudit
and Avi Maoz of the virulently anti-gay Noam party. Not only this but

they will be part of Netanyahu’s governing coalition. Gvir is slated to
become an Israeli Government Minister.
This is the end result of Zionism. Jewish Nazis as Israeli government
ministers. But in one sense Meir Kahane, the founder of the Jewish
Nazi Kach party was right. Israel can be a democratic state or it can
be a Jewish state. It can’t be both.
Tony Greenstein

Zionism & Anti-Semitism
Second talk 2nd April 2021
1.

Uniqueness of Zionism
a. Exclusionary/transfer
b. No mother country – Zionist Organisation sought to create the
infrastructure of a state
2. Zionism was a reaction to anti-Semitism but….
3. Zionism has never opposed anti-Semitism – hence phony nature of ‘antiSemitism’ allegations in Labour Party
i.
Pinsker
‘Judaephobia is then a mental disease, and as a mental disease it is hereditary, and
having been inherited for 2,000 years

ii.

Herzl
In Paris... I achieved a freer attitude towards anti-Semitism, which I now began to
understand historically and to pardon. Above all, I recognise the emptiness and futility
of trying to 'combat' anti-Semitism. 8

iii.

Jewish State
p.24,
refugeeism
p.25,
emancipation causes anti-Semitism
p.26,
terrible power of the purse
p.28,
anti-Semitic governments will be keen to help us
p.30
an outpost of civilisation

Comparison with Garveyism
Zionism was a movement of late colonialism and was imbued with the new
racial sciences, eugenics, survival of the fittest.
iv.

Nordau – Degeneration
Degenerates are not always criminals, prostitutes, anarchists and pronounced
lunatics; they are often authors and artists". Hitler comparison
In an interview with La Libre Parole of 21 December 1903 Nordau explained
that Zionism ‘is not a question of religion but exclusively of race, and there is

8

Diaries of Theodor Herzl, Gollancz, London 1958 p.6, May 1895.

no-one with whom I am in greater agreement on this position than M
Drumont.’ 9

v.

Weizmann – Trial & Error
‘our people were rather hard on him. The Aliens Bill in England and the movement which
grew around it were natural phenomenon which might have been foreseen... Sir William
Evans-Gordon had no particular anti-Jewish prejudices... He acted as he thought, according
to his best lights and in the most kindly way, in the interests of his country… he was sincerely
ready to encourage any settlement of Jews almost anywhere in the British Empire, but he
failed to see why the ghettos of London or Leeds or Whitechapel should be made into a
branch of the ghettos of Warsaw and Pinsk.10 (my emphasis)
‘Whenever the quantity of Jews in any country reaches saturation point, that country
reacts against them. In the early years of this century, Whitechapel and the great industrial
centres of England were in that sense saturated... The determining factor in this matter is
not the solubility of the Jews but the solvent power of the country. England had reached
the point when she could or would absorb so many Jews and no more.’

vi.

Klatzkin
‘... we ought to be thankful to our oppressors that they closed the gates of
assimilation to us and took care that our people were concentrated and not
dispersed.’11
a people disfigured in both body and soul – in a word, of a horror… some sort of
outlandish creature… in any case, not a pure national type... some sort of oddity
among the peoples going by the name of Jew. 12
Pinhas Rosenbluth, described Palestine as ‘an institute for the fumigation of Jewish
vermin’.13
Josef Sprinzak, the first Speaker of the Knesset spoke of the new German immigrants
as ‘a great deal of filth in the Yishuv.’ 14:

vii.

Joachim Doron described how
Rather than take up arms against the enemies of the Jews, Zionism attacked the
‘enemy within’, the Diaspora Jew himself and subjected him to a hail of criticism….
Indeed a perusal of Zionist sources reveals criticism ‘so scathing that the
generation that witnessed Auschwitz has difficulty comprehending them.’ 15

viii.
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The main body of Jewish settlers in Palestine had to come from the Ashkenazi
Jews since the Oriental and Sephardic Jews ‘were not suitable since they carried
Semitic dysgenic elements.’ 16
‘pathological stereotyping.’ Of Yemeni Jews
When a friend of Ruppin called him an anti-Semite he retorted ‘I have already
established here [in his diary] that I despise the cancers of Judaism more than
does the worst anti-Semite.’ 17

ix.

Negation of the Diaspora
Cf with Garvey who believed the KKK instilled ‘racial pride into the negro’
‘Zionism did not consider anti-Semitism an abnormal, absurd, perverse or marginal
phenomenon. Zionism considered anti-Semitism a fact of nature, a standard constant, the
norm in the relationship of the non-Jews to the presence of Jews in their midst… a normal,
almost rational reaction of the gentiles to the abnormal, absurd and perverse situation of
the Jewish people in the Diaspora.’18 (Yigal Elam)

x.

This has not changed
Gabbay on Pittsburgh, Netanyahu on Paris – Jews real home is Israel

xi.

The friends of Zionism today
Robinson, Spencer, Orban etc.
Yair Netanyahu’s cartoon
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Etan Bloom, What the Father had in mind, p.340.
Joachim Doron, Classic Zionism, p. 186.
Yigal Elam, from an article in ‘Ot’, organ of the Israeli Labour Party (Ma‘arakh) no 2, Tel -Aviv 1967
(in Hebrew) cited in Zionism and its Scarecrows, Khamsin 6, Moshé Machover and Mario Offenberg.

Zionism & Anti-Semitism – Conjoined Twins –
The 2nd of 5 talks on the history of Zionism 2nd April

The history of how the Zionist movement and the
anti-Semites became partners and the best of friends
This is the 2nd of 5 talks I am giving on Zionism as part of the Labour
Left Alliance Education Programme. They take place every Friday at
6 pm until 23rd April.
One of the ironies of the fake ‘anti-Semitism’ allegations in the
Labour Party is that Zionism as a movement has never objected to
anti-Semitism. Quite the contrary the history of Zionism is the
history of its collaboration and co-operation with anti-Semitism.
For example throughout the campaign against Jeremy Corbyn and the
Labour Party no mention was made of the explicitly anti-Semitic
comments about Jewish media owners fixing elections in Boris
Johnson’s 2004 book, 72 Virgins.
Likewise there was radio silence on the alliance between
Conservative MEPs and fascist and anti-Semitic MEPs in the
European Parliament’s ECR Group. People like Roberts Zile of the
Latvian LNNK, who marched every year alongside the veterans of the
Latvian Waffen SS, sat side by side with the Conservatives, yet the
Board of Deputies and the Jewish Labour Movement had nothing to
say about this. See The Conservative Party anti-Semitism crisis
nobody talks about

The collaboration of Zionists with anti-Semites is the skeleton in the
Zionist cupboard. Although they never mention it now, between 1954
and 1958 Israel was gripped by the Kasztner libel trial brought by the
Israeli Labor government against a Hungarian holocaust survivor,
Malchiel Greenwald. Greenwald had accused a senior Mapai (Israeli
Labor) official Rudolf Kasztner, the leader of Hungarian Zionism
during the war, of collaboration with Adolf Eichmann and the Nazis
in the Hungarian holocaust.
The libel trial boomeranged when Benjamin Halevi of the Jerusalem
District Court, found in 1955 that there had been no libel. Kasztner
had ‘sold his soul to the devil’. Kasztner was assassinated soon after
by agents of Mossad, Israel’s secret police. None of this is mentioned
by Zionists today. It has disappeared into a Zionist memory hole but
in 1955 the 2nd Israeli government of Moshe Sharrett collapsed as a
result of Halevi’s verdict.
Today’s rump of the Israeli Labour Party is led by Merav Michaeli,
the grand daughter of Kasztner. Michaeli doesn’t lose an opportunity
to defend and try to rehabilitate her quisling grandfather. And nor
does Yad Vashem, the Zionist holocaust propaganda museum in
Jerusalem.
However the history of Zionist collaboration with the Nazis will have
to wait until my 4th talk. In this talk I want to explore the history of
Zionist collaboration with anti-Semitism.

It is something of an irony that anti-Zionists are accused by the
Zionists of ‘anti-Semitism’ because historically that was the
accusation that Jews directed at the Zionists. The Zionists were, in
the words of Romania’s Jews, the ‘Hitlerjuden’, Jewish collaborators
and quislings. It was because Ken Livingstone referred to this
collaboration that the Zionists created such a storm.
Francis Nicosia, Professor of Holocaust Studies at Vermont
University wrote that:
‘whereas today non-Jewish criticism of Zionism or the State of Israel are often dismissed as
motivated by a deeper anti-Semitism, in Herzl’s day an opposite non-Jewish reaction, one
of support for the Zionist idea, might have resulted in a similar reaction’19

When Theodor Herzl, the founder of Political Zionism, summoned the
First Zionist Congress in 1897 he chose as its venue the capital of
Bavaria, Munich. Munich’s Jews rose up as one in protest. They
accused the authorities of anti-Semitism for allowing it to take place.
As a result the Zionist Congress was quickly relocated to Basel in
Switzerland.
Herzl accurately predicted in his Diaries that ‘‘the anti-Semites will
become our most dependable friends, the anti-Semitic countries our
allies.’ 20 It is one of the Zionist fables that it is easy to blur the
distinction between anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism.
In fact the distinction between anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism is the
distinction between chalk and cheese. One is a form of racism and the
19
20

Nicosia, ZANG, p.7.
Complete D i a r i e s , p p . 83/84.

other a form of anti-racism. If you think that racism and anti-racism
are similar then you clearly need help.
Of course a few fascists still justify their hatred of Jews by pretending
that they are supporting the Palestinians, even though they combine
this with Islamaphobia. Yes anti-Semites use the word ‘Zionist’ when
they mean Jew. But so do the Zionists! However today the vast
majority of fascists and anti-Semites, from Tommy Robinson to
Donald Trump combined anti-Semitism and Zionism.
The Zionists pretend that there is only a coincidence of interests
between them and the anti-Semites. The anti-Semites wanted the Jews
to leave and the Zionists too, for different reasons, also wanted them
to leave. If this was true then it would be bad enough that the Zionists
were seeking to put into practice the programme of the anti-Semites.
But it isn’t true. There is also an ideological symmetry between antiSemitism and Zionism.
Both share the assumption that the ‘real home’ of Jews is in Israel not
where Jews actually live. Both accept that Jews are aliens in the
countries they live in. Both share a racial conception of humanity.
One of the most repeated criticisms of Zionism by socialists before
the holocaust was that they were legitimizing everything the antiSemites were saying about Jews being aliens. In the words of Isaac
Deutscher, Trotsky’s biographer:
‘to the Jewish workers anti-Semitism seemed to triumph in Zionism, which recognised the
legitimacy and the validity of the old cry ‘Jews get out!' The Zionists were agreeing to get

out.’21

Alfred Rosenberg, the Nazi Party’s main theoretician, who was
hanged in 1946 at Nuremburg, wrote in 1919 that
‘Zionism must be vigorously supported in order to encourage a significant number of
German Jews to leave for Palestine or other destinations.’22

Rosenberg‘intended to use Zionism as a legal justification for
depriving German Jews of their civil rights’ and ‘eventually the
Jewish presence in Germany.’23
Is it any wonder that the main Jewish German organisation, the
Centralverein talked about German Zionism having inflicted ‘a stab in
the back’ to the anti-fascist struggle against Hitler.24 Chaim
Weizmann, who became Israel’s first President, wrote
‘that unless some radical measures are taken fairly soon, we Zionists may stand charged,
when history come to be written, with criminal indifference in the face of the greatest trial
to which Jewry has been subjected in modern times.’ 25

Zionism began with an acceptance that Jews did not belong outside
Palestine/Israel. They saw anti-Semitism as the normal, rationale
response of non-Jews to the presence of the Jewish stranger.
In the words of left-Zionist novelist, A B Yehoshua, the Jewish
diaspora is a
‘‘cancer connected to the main tissue of the Jewish people who use other
peoples’ countries like hotels.’ 26
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Herzl believed that anti-Semitism was divinely ordained, sent to
preserve the Jews:
‘Anti-Semitism, too, probably contains the Divine will to Good, because
it forces us to close ranks, unites us through pressure, and through our
unity will make us free.27

Indeed anti-Semitism was beneficial!
‘(It) will not harm the Jews. I consider it to be a movement useful to the
Jewish character. It represents the education of a group by the masses...
Education is accomplished by hard knocks.’28

Arthur Ruppin, after whom many streets in Israel are named was the
second most important person in the history of the Yishuv (the Jewish
community in Palestine before 1948). He became Director of the
Palestine Office from 1908 onwards and he is known as the Father of
Land Settlement. Ruppin was also a believer in the racial sciences and
social Darwinism. He had a hatred of Oriental Jewry and it was this
that led to Yemenite Jews, imported into Palestine between 1912 and
1918 dying like flies. They were paid starvation wages and denied
medical treatment. Nearly 50% died as a result of what Etan Bloom
described in his Ph D thesis as ‘‘pathological stereotyping’.

29

Ruppin was of the belief that European Jews were not Semitic unlike
the Arab Jews. They were of Aryan origin and had been corrupted by
the Semitic element into becoming speculators and money lenders.
That was why they had to come to Palestine. Ruppin won the Krupps
prize in Germany for an essay putting social Darwinism into practice.
27
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When a friend of Ruppin called him an anti-Semite he retorted ‘I have
already established here [in his diary] that I despise the cancers of
Judaism more than does the worst anti-Semite.’ 30 Ruppin associated
Judaism with capitalism and his writings reflected his belief in the
identity between anti-Semitism and anti-capitalism.31 Joachim Doron
wrote that his diary contained entries that were symptomatic of selfhatred. At a theatre performance he complained about the ‘Jewish
physiognomy of one of the actresses.’ He subscribed to the myth,
much loved by the Nazis, that the Jews had an especially strong sex
drive and this was the reason for circumcision.32
If you were to read many of the comments about diaspora Jewry by
Zionists you would be forgiven for thinking that they were from
virulent anti-Semites. Joachim Doron described how
Rather than take up arms against the enemies of the Jews, Zionism attacked the ‘enemy
within’, the Diaspora Jew himself and subjected him to a hail of criticism…. Indeed a
perusal of Zionist sources reveals criticism ‘so scathing that the generation that witnessed
Auschwitz has difficulty comprehending them.’ 33 (my emphasis)

Literally Zionism was seen by Jews when it first came on the scene as
a form of Jewish anti-Semitism. Tomorrow I will go into more depth
about this.
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Quotes for Zionism & Anti-Semitism Talk 10.4.21.
[1]

Nazi theoretician Alfred Rosenberg and other German anti-Semites

attitude to Zionism
‘Zionism must be vigorously supported in order to encourage a significant number of
German Jews to leave for Palestine or other destinations [Francis Nicosia, The Third Reich
and the Palestine Question, p.25].

Rosenberg ‘intended to use Zionism as a legal justification for depriving
German Jews of their civil rights’ and ‘eventually the Jewish presence in
Germany.’34
Heinrich Class.35
“... among the Jews themselves the nationalist movement called Zionism is gaining more
and more adherents ... They also declare openly that a true assimilation of the Jewish
aliens to the host nations would be impossible... the Zionists confirm what the enemies of
the Jews... have always asserted...”

Donald Niewyk asked whether the German Zionists’ ‘reinforced the antiSemitic stereotype of the Jews as materialists, exploiters, and traitors?... Did
their assertions of racial and national otherness… hasten the day when the Nazis
might seek to make Germany judenrein?’36 JB Agus asked if
‘the Zionist programme and philosophy contribute(d) decisively to the
enormous catastrophe of the extermination of 6 million Jews by the Nazis by
popularizing the notion that the Jews were forever aliens in Europe?’37

[2]

Zionist attitude to rise of Nazis – Ha’avara and BOYCOTT
In a debate between Berl Locker and Baruch Vladeck, the Bundist editor of the Yiddish
Forward and Chairman of the Jewish Labor Committee, Vladeck described how
‘The whole organized labor movement and the progressive world are waging a fight
against Hitler through the boycott. The Transfer Agreement scabs on that fight.’
‘The main purpose of the Transfer is not to rescue the Jews from Germany but to
strengthen various institutions in Palestine.’ Vladeck termed Palestine ‘the official scab
agent against the boycott in the Near-East’.38
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Werner Senator, a member of the JAE (1930-35) warned that if the German
Zionists ‘did not improve the quality of the “human material” they were
sending the number of certificates would be cut.39
If Ha’avara was a product of a desire to rescue the maximum number of Jews in danger then
it makes no sense that nearly 5,000 American Jews and 20,000 from countries where Jews
were not under threat were given certificates to enter Palestine between 1933 and 1939.
[Jewish Chronicle article]

[3]

Zionists were the only ones to welcome the Nazis 21.6.33.
Zionism has no illusion about the difficulty of the Jewish condition which consists above all
in an abnormal occupational pattern … an answer to the Jewish question truly satisfying to
the national state can be brought about only with the collaboration of the Jewish
movement that aims at a social, cultural and moral renewal of Jewry…On the foundation
of the new state, which has established the principle of race... fruitful activity for the
fatherland is possible. Our acknowledgement of Jewish nationality provides for a clear and
sincere relationship to the German people and its national and racial realities. Precisely
because we don’t wish to falsify these fundamentals, because we too are against mixed
marriages and are for maintaining the purity of the Jewish group… The realisation of
Zionism could only be hurt by resentment of Jews abroad against the German
development. Boycott propaganda… is in essence fundamentally unZionist, because
Zionism wants not to do battle but to convince and to build.’40
‘Weizmann – who worked closely with Ruppin - read it and had to warn Namier not to be
so open in expressing their common toleration of Nazism’ because ‘the louts will say, the
Jews themselves think that it will be all for the good, etc.’ (my emphasis)41

Bloom quotes Emil Ludwig (1881-1948), the world famous biographer, ‘who expressed the
general attitude of the Zionist movement:’
‘Hitler will be forgotten in a few years, but he will have a beautiful monument in Palestine.
You know, the coming of the Nazis was rather a welcome thing. So many of our German
Jews were hovering between two coasts… riding the treacherous current between the
Scylla of assimilation and the Charybdis of a nodding acquaintance with Jewish things.
Thousands who seemed to be completely lost to Judaism were brought back to the fold by
Hitler, and for that I am personally very grateful to him.’ 42
“So positive was its assessment of the situation that, as early as April 1933, the ZVfD
announced its determination to take advantage of the crisis to win over the traditionally
assimilationist German Jewry to Zionism” 43
‘Disaster is strength if channelled to a productive course. The whole trick of Zionism is that
it knows how to channel our disaster, not into despondency or degradation, as is the case
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in the Diaspora, but into a source of creativity and exploitation.’ 44

Rabbi Prinz, the President of the ZVfD and later President of
the American Jewish Committee [AJC] and Vice Chairman of
the WJC described the Nazi assumption of power as the
‘beginning of the Jew’s return to his Judaism.’ Is it any wonder
that the CV talked about German Zionism having inflicted ‘a
stab in the back’ to the anti-fascist struggle against Hitler.45
Weizmann wrote

[4]

Exploiting the Holocaust for a Jewish Palestine
Christopher Sykes observed that ‘from the very beginning of the Nazi disaster, the
Zionist leadership determined to wrest political advantage from the tragedy.’46
Noah Lucas reached similar conclusions: ‘While hopes and efforts for the rescue of
Europe's Jews continued, the struggle for a Jewish state became the primary concern
of the (Zionist) movement.’47

[5] Refugeeism

Mapai’s Central Committee on 9 Dec 1938

‘If I knew that it would be possible to save all the children in Germany by bringing them
over to England, and only half of them by transporting them to Eretz Yisrael, then I would
opt for the second alternative. For we must weigh not only the life of these children, but
also the history of the People of Israel.’ 48

Malcolm MacDonald, the Colonial Secretary, recalled:
‘I remember at the time that Weizmann’s attitude shocked me. He insisted on the children
going to Palestine. As far as he was concerned it was Palestine or nowhere.’ The Palestine
Triangle, p. 52. Nicholas Bethell
Yechiam Weitz, Jewish Refugees and Zionist Policy, p.352.

The Zionist leadership’s great fear was that
the future and destiny of Palestine and the plight of European
Jewry would be considered as two separate problems. As a result,
efforts would be made to solve the problem of European Jewry
without using Palestine as a refuge.
44
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The tasks of assistance, of saving one more Jew , of doing all to prevent deportations, are
very important… and must be assumed by another organisation, to be set up and funded
from other sources.’ JAE funds could only be used for rescue to Palestine Teveth, p. 858,

speech to the Mapai Council 1933.
For Ben-Gurion ‘It is the job of Zionism not to save the remnant of Israel in Europe but
rather to save the land of Israel for the Jewish people. Segev 129

Saul Friedlander, concluded that
‘rescue of the Jews in Europe was not at the top of the Yishuv
leaders’ list of priorities. For them, the most important thing was
the effort to establish the state’.49
f.

Abba Hillel-Silver, the President of the ZOA worried that:

It is possible for the Diaspora to undermine the Jewish state,
because the urgency of the rescue issue could lead the world to
accept a temporary solution. We should place increased
emphasis on fundamental Zionist ideology.50

[6]

EVIAN

Conference of Jewish Agency Executive 26.6.38.

‘immense dangers loom from the Evian conference. It could mark
the end of Palestine as a land of immigration.... they will find some
new territory to which they will want to direct Jewish emigration.
We must defend our principle – that Jewish settlement can succeed
only in Eretz-Israel, and therefore no other [place of] settlement
can be considered.’51 Gruenbaum:
It seems to Ben-Gurion, [the minutes of the session continue,] that
our main task is to reduce the damage, the danger and the
disaster that can be expected from the Evian Conference... From
The more we highlight the terrible distress of the Jewish masses in
Germany, Poland and Romania, the more damage we will do at
this time to the negotiations [with Britain]... No government will
come out against Britain for us... In my opinion, we should play
down the image of the conference. As far as it depends on us, it is
desirable that the conference not make decisions on its own but
establish a commission to discuss matters... (Shabtai beit-Zvi, p.
156]
In a memo to the JAE of 17 December 1938, Ben-Gurion wrote:
49
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‘if the Jews are faced with a choice between the refugee problem and rescuing Jews from
concentration camps on the one hand, and aid for the national museum in Palestine on the
other, the Jewish sense of pity will prevail and our people's entire strength will be directed
at aid for the refugees in the various countries. Zionism will vanish from the agenda and
indeed not only world public opinion in England and America but also from Jewish public
opinion. We are risking Zionism's very existence if we allow the refugee problem to be
separated from the Palestine problem.’52

George Landauer, Director of the JA’s Central Bureau for the Settlement of German
Jews, wrote of their concern:

‘Even if the Conference will not place countries other than
Palestine in the front for Jewish immigration, there will certainly
be public appeals which will tend to overshadow the importance of
Palestine.... it may bind Jewish organizations to collect large sums
of money for assisting Jewish refugees, and these collections are
likely to interfere with our own campaigns.’

[7]

Kasztner

‘I am a Jew. In spite of that – indeed because of that “I accuse certain Jewish leaders
of one of the most ghastly deeds of the war. This small group of quislings knew what
was happening to their brethren in Hitler's gas chambers and bought their own lives
with the price of silence. Among them was Dr Kasztner.” … I was able to give
Hungarian Zionist leaders three weeks notice that Eichmann planned to send a million
of their Jews to his gas chambers… Kasztner went to Eichmann and told him, ‘I know
of your plans; spare some Jews of my choice and I shall keep quiet.’ 53

When Israeli Professor Jacob Talman criticised Hannah Arendt, for mentioning Zionist
collaboration with the Nazis, Vrba asked:
‘Did the Judenrat (or the Judenverrat) in Hungary tell their Jews what was awaiting them?
No, they remained silent and for this silence some of their leaders – for example Dr R
Kasztner – bartered their own lives and the lives of 1684 other ‘prominent’ Jews directly
from Eichmann.’54
‘If there was a line in Ben-Gurion’s mind between the beneficial disaster and an alldestroying catastrophe, it must have been a very fine one.’ Shabtai Teveth, official
biographer of David Ben Gurion 55
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[8]

After the war – guilty consciences

Weizmann wrote
‘that unless some radical measures are taken fairly soon, we Zionists may stand charged,
when history come to be written, with criminal indifference in the face of the greatest trial
to which Jewry has been subjected in modern times.’
“It was morally disturbing to seem to be considered as the favoured children of the Nazi
Government, particularly when it dissolved the anti-Zionist youth groups, and seemed in
other ways to prefer the Zionists. The Nazis asked for a 'more Zionist behaviour.” Joachim

Prinz, Zionism under the Nazi Government, Young Zionist

Lucas
‘… a gnawing sense of guilt’ among Israel’s leaders, asking: ‘Did the Jewish Agency and
other organisations do all that had been possible to save the Jews of Europe from
extermination. Were the various wartime negotiations with the Nazi executives of death
morally impeccable? … Did the concentration on attaining statehood itself impede
rescue? Did Zionist statecraft contribute to the toll of Jewish life? These and other
questions… were submerged in the unconscious mind of the nation… From time to time
they came to the surface demanding precise elucidation in the courts of law, as in the
Kasztner case.’ 'A Modern History of Israel
Ben-Gurion warned that:
‘Zionism… is not primarily engaged in saving individuals. If along the way it saves a few
thousand, tens of thousands or hundreds of thousands of individuals, so much the better.’
But in the event of a conflict of interest between saving individual Jews and the good of the
Zionist enterprise, we shall say the enterprise comes first.’ Teveth, p. 855, speech to the

Mapai Council 1933

Socialism and Zionism 9th April 2021
Outline Points:
1. When I grew up Labour Right = Kibbutz
2. Zionism as an exclusivist project
3. A project of reaction to Czarist ministers
4. Grand Duke of Baden
5. Formation of early Zionist socialist groups
6. Major group was the Bund
7. Split in Poalei Zion
8. Herzl was very clear
9. Suttner and co.
10.Plehve – antidote
11.Jewish Labour, Land HaCohen
12.Class struggle was race struggle
13.ILP Mapai Government
14.No socialist theory worthy of the name was ever produced.
15.Today we see in Labour that the JLM is the avatar of the right
16.In Israel Histadrut became an out of date bureaucratic nightmare

Socialism and Zionism
Talk Number 3 – Labour Left Alliance 9.4.21.
In a letter to Baroness Suttner, Herzl described Zionism’s counter revolutionary role:
‘we are everywhere engaged in battles with the revolutionaries and are actually turning
the young students as well as the Jewish workingmen away from socialism and nihilism by
unfolding before them a pure and national ideal.56

Herzl wrote to the Kaiser describing how:
‘Our movement… has everywhere to fight an embittered battle with the revolutionary
parties which rightly sense an adversary in it. We are in need of encouragement even
though it has to be a carefully kept secret.’57

In an interview with Lucien Wolf of the BOD, von Plehve saw Zionism as ‘an antidote to
socialist doctrines.’58
Zionist socialism was the result of ‘an alliance between the embryonic labour movement
and the Zionist financial institutions’.
The Kvutza and Kibbutz ‘emerged directly from the interaction between Ruppin and the
young immigrants of the Second Aliyah.’ 59
Everything was the property of the collective including the individual’s thoughts.’ 60
‘Jewish migration must be transformed from immigration into colonization.’61 Borochov
was wrong.
In Poland PZ split into a Right and Left Poalei Zion. [LPZ]
Gilbert Achcar criticised equation of Zionism and racism for its ‘totalizing nature ... we can hardly
treat all Zionists ... as birds of the same racist feather. There is Zionism and there is ‘Zionism’’ 62

Ben-Gurion described Smilansky of the Farmers Federation as someone with a “Zionist
conscience uncorrupted by class doctrines.”63 As long as the owner of an enterprise ‘accepted
the sacred principle’ of Jewish Labour ‘he could count on the full collaboration of the
Histadrut.’ 64
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‘an instrument of social revolution among the Arabs.... Nothing is further from the mind
of Jewish labour than to engineer disputes, with all the material and political loss in their
train.’65

Ben-Gurion coined the slogan from class to nation 66
Jewish class struggle in Palestine, was for the most part a fight against Arab workers. To be
anti-capitalist in Palestine almost always meant to be practically anti-Arab.’ 67

To Berl Katznelson equality ‘was only a whip with which to scourge the concept of Jewish
labor.’ 68 Sternhell wrote of Katznelson that
‘What shook this spiritual shepherd to the depths of his soul was not the civil war in Spain
or the rise of Nazism but an exchange of populations between two kibbutzim...’ 69
‘whenever we come across a contradiction between national and socialist principles, the
contradiction should be resolved by relinquishing the socialist principle in favour of the
national activity. We shall not accept the contrary attempt to solve the contradiction by
70
dispensing with the national interest in favour of the socialist idea.’

David HaCohen, a former Managing Director of Solel Boneh, Histadrut’s building company,
described the dilemmas of a “socialist” Zionist:
‘I had to fight my friends on the issue of Jewish socialism, to defend the fact that I would
not accept Arabs in my Trade Union, the Histadrut; to defend preaching to housewives that
they should not buy at Arab stores; to defend the fact that we stood guard at orchards to
prevent Arab workers from getting jobs there... to pour kerosene on Arab tomatoes; to
attack Jewish housewives in the markets and smash Arab eggs they had bought; to praise
to the skies the Kereen Kayemet [Jewish Fund] that sent Hankin to Beirut to buy land from
absentee effendi [landlords] and to throw the fellahin [Arab peasants] off the land; to buy
dozens of dunums from an Arab is permitted but to sell God forbid one Jewish dunum to an
Arab is prohibited; to take Rothschild the incarnation of capitalism as a socialist and to
name him the ‘benefactor’ – to do all that was not easy.’71

In 1920 Hapoel Hatzair and Ahdut Ha’avodah formed Histadrut. Golda Meir described
Histadrut as a ‘big labor union that wasn’t just a trade union organisation. It was a great
colonizing agency.’72 Pinhas Lavon, its Secretary-General, described it as ‘a general
organisation to its core. It is not a trade union ...’73 The Histadrut was a ‘state in
preparation.’ 74
The Union of Railway, Postal and Telegraph Workers
65
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In 1930, after Hapoel Hatzair had been convinced that Ahdut Ha'avodah was as opposed to
socialism as they were, they agreed to merge and form Mapai, the Israeli Labor Party. 75
Ze’ev Sternhell described Labour Zionism as ‘nationalist socialism’. He would have used
the term ‘national socialism’ but it ‘has been contaminated by association with the Nazis.’ 76
Speaking of ‘the evil of mixed labour’ Ben-Gurion described the employment of Arabs as
‘class–hatred of intelligent Jewish labour.’77
In Palestine Mapai and Mapam implemented a policy of ‘transfer’ i.e. the expulsion of some
three-quarters of a million Palestinians. This was not a new idea. Jabotinsky had already
remarked how “Hitler, as odious as he is to us, has given this idea a good name in the
world.”78
Mapam, the United Workers Party, described itself as ‘Marxist’ but in practice it was no
different from mainstream Labour Zionism. “Their socialism did not extend to their nonJewish fellow men.” 79
In November 1948, Eliezer Peri, the editor of Mapam’s newspaper Al Hamishmar, received a
letter describing a massacre at al-Dawayima. Benny Morris estimated that there were
hundreds’ of dead.80 Agriculture Minister Aharon Cisling referred to a letter he had received
from Eliezer Kaplan, later the Minister of Finance, declaring: ‘I couldn’t sleep all night ...
Jews too have committed Nazi acts.’ 81 Cisling agreed that publicIy Israel must admit nothing;
but the matter must be thoroughly investigated. ‘The children they killed by breaking their
heads with sticks. There was not a house without dead’.82
Mapam’s Political Committee was briefed on 11 November 1948 by the recently ousted
Chief of Staff of the Haganah, Yisrael Galili, about the killing of civilians during Operations
Yoav and Hiram. Aharon Cohen led a call for an independent inquiry. 83 The problem was that
the commanders of these operations were senior Mapam members, Yitzhak Sadeh and Moshe
Carmel. Ben-Gurion however was opposed to any investigations of atrocities.
Alec, a fictional character in Simon Blumenfeld’s novel Jew Boy remarked, ‘I don’t see why
I should change one set of exploiters for another because they are Jewish.’ 84
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A correspondent to the Young Zionist in December 1932 wrote that ‘The tendency in the best
part of our Jewish working class… is to join the Communist Party.’ and that Zionism ‘has
made no headway’ amongst young working class Jews.’ 85
Joe Jacobs, ‘The Jews in East London were not yet in favour of Zionism… Many Jews
rejected Zionism entirely.’
To Mick Mendel, a prominent communist leader and trade unionist ‘Zionism was not a
solution – not even an inferior one – but an escape.’ 86
just so long as Judaism was incorporated in the feudal system, the ‘dream of Zion’ was
nothing but a dream… The Jewish tavern owner or ‘farmer’ of the 16th Century Poland
thought as little of ‘returning’ to Palestine as does the Jewish millionaire in America
today.87

I Stone said, at the great meeting of the Hebrew Socialist Union of August 26 1876
‘The unity of Israel has become a great lie since the underlying class struggle exists also
amongst Jews… Therefore Jewish workers must unite among themselves against the other
spurious unity – that with the masters!’88
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The Myth of Socialist Zionism
Like Jacob and Esau, Zionism and
Socialism have always been irreconcilable
foes
Talk Number 3 – Labour Left Alliance 9th April 6 pm
Register here
This Friday I shall be giving the third of five talks. The theme will be
Zionism and Socialism. When I grew up it was a common myth that
Israel was a socialist society. In Israel, Histadrut, the Zionist ‘trade
union’ was the biggest employer after the state itself. Where else in
the world would you have the commanding heights of the economy in
the hands of the unions? To many social democrats, who lacked any
class analysis, Israel was a dream come true.
I can remember the family solicitor, Rex Makin, who had defended
me on a charge of possession of dope, telling me in his plush offices
that if I was a socialist then I should go to Israel and join a kibbutz.
Rex himself ended up defending British Movement members!
The belief that Zionism has a left and a right-wing is a common one.
Even some Trotskyists, such as 4th International supporter Gilbert
Achcar, criticised the equation of Zionism and racism for its
‘totalizing nature ... we can hardly treat all Zionists ... as birds of the same
racist feather. There is Zionism and there is ‘Zionism’’ 89
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It is a common myth that Zionism has a left and a right. In fact all
Zionist groups, without exception, subscribe to the idea of a Jewish
Supremacist State. The differences between left and right have always
been tactical not principled.
It was the ‘left’ Zionists who built the state and created the apartheid
architecture such as the JNF which remains to this day. It is the ‘rightwing’ Zionists who have taken what Labour Zionism built whilst
jettisoning state capitalism in favour of neo-liberalism.
Labour Zionism was instrumental in the creation of the Israeli state
but today it has no role to play. We are witnessing its death agony. In
1949 the 2 Labour Zionist parties won 65 out of 120 seats in Israel’s
first elections. In the March 2021 elections they won just 13, a sharp
decline from 2015 when they won 29 seats though an improvement on
the March 2020 elections when they won just 7.
It took a lot of unlearning before I came to terms with the fact that
Israel was as far as it was possible to be from the ideas of socialism.
Even as a teenager moving towards Marxism, I remember feeling that
socialism and Zionism were incompatible
Why? Because Zionism, even of the ‘socialist’ variety, stressed
Jewish unity regardless of class. Zionism was an exclusivist project
that had no place for non-Jews, still less Arabs.
The Kibbutz – A socialist experiment?

The myth that Zionism had originated in socialism was based on the
collective settlements in Palestine, which were the result of ‘an
alliance between the embryonic labour movement and the Zionist
financial institutions’. The pragmatism of the pioneers was revealed
in their readiness to enter into an alliance with the Jewish bourgeoisie
abroad.’90
The Kibbutz ‘emerged directly from the interaction between Ruppin
and the young immigrants of the Second Aliyah.’ 91 Collective forms
of colonisation were the most efficient and effective means of
colonising Palestine. They were not a means of changing society but
‘tools in forging national sovereignty.’ 92 Their internal social
structure was designed to reflect this, eliminating personal space in
favour of a collective identity. They were a Zionist Sparta, intended to
produce warriors without attachments of affection to each other or
even to their children. ‘Everything was the property of the collective
including the individual’s thoughts.’ 93
Owen Jones, in his recent book This Land, spoke of Israel’s ‘original
socialist principles’. The kibbutzim were ‘the incubators of a new
socialist society.’
Today no one (except racists like Jones) has any illusions that the
kibbutzim are socialist. They have always refused to admit Arabs as
members. Today they are exploiters of Arab and Oriental Jewish
90
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labour. They are collective capitalists. Established on the ruins of the
Palestinian villages the Kibbutzim took a major role in the ethnic
cleansing of the Palestinians.
The late Gerald Kaufmann MP compared the influence of the Kibbutz
to that of Eton in the Tory Party.94 Between 1949 and 1969, one third
of Israeli cabinet ministers came from the Kibbutzim.95 They also
supplied a disproportionate number of senior Israeli officers.
But you may ask: wasn’t it true that when it was founded Zionism
was a socialist project? Here we come up against another aspect of
Zionism. Its ability to successfully rewrite history. So what is the
truth? Was Zionism another failed attempt at achieving a socialist
society or was it always a settler colonial movement?
This is what my talk is going to be about and I am going to explain
that Zionism, from the very beginning, was a reactionary, racist and
indeed anti-Semitic, movement.

The Pogroms
Zionism arrived late on the scene at the end of the 19th century during
the late colonial era. Its arrival coincided with an increase in pogroms
against Jews in the Pale of Settlement in Czarist Russia where the vast
majority of world Jewry lived.
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The reaction of the Jews to these pogroms, which claimed thousands
of lives, the most notorious being at Odessa in 1871 and 1881 and
Kishinev in April 1903 was the emergence of Jewish self-defence.
The Kishinev pogrom was perpetrated by the Black Hundreds which
were financed by the Czarist regime and organised by Minister of the
Interior, Count von Phleve.
Anti-Semitism led to Jews joining the socialist and revolutionary
movements. It is estimated that Jews accounted for some 25-30% of
revolutionary activists in Russia between 1886-1889. In the principal
area of revolutionary activity, the provinces in the South, some 3540% of activists were Jewish. This is the context in which socialist
Zionism emerged.
The first Jewish socialist movement was the Bund, the General Jewish
Workers Union of Russia, Poland and Lithunia. It was officially
formed in 1897 in Vilna but early Jewish workers groups had been
formed around the beginning of the 1890s.
The Bund was hostile to Zionism and claimed that the fledgling
socialist Zionist groups,96 wore a red mask to hide their real intentions
and to conform to the radical zeitgeist.97 Socialist Zionism arose as a
result of the conflict between Zionism’s support for the existing order
and the Jewish proletariats' class interests.98 The Bund regarded
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Zionism as a nationalist diversion from the class struggle99 and ‘the
most evil enemy of the organised Jewish proletariat’.100
Borochov and Labour Zionism
The first socialist Zionist groups emerged around Ber Borochov, a socalled Marxist Zionist. Poalei Zion, [PZ] was formally founded in
1906 in Poltava, Ukraine.
Borochov held that because most Jews were not proletarianised they
could not take part in the class struggle. This was at a time when
Jewish workers were making a major contribution to the revolutionary
struggle in Russia.
‘The class struggle can take place only where the worker toils,... As long
as the worker does not occupy a definite position, he can wage no
struggle.’101

Borochov argued that the class structure of Jews was like an inverted
pyramid. There were too many rich Jews and too few Jewish workers.
Only in Palestine could a Jewish society emerge with a normal socioeconomic structure. Borochov was simply ignorant of the changing
class nature of the Jewish workers.
Borochov argued that because Jewish workers had no territory from
which to wage class struggle, they first had to change their conditions
of production. The answer was not emigration to another country like
99
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Britain. That would only replicate the problem: ‘Jewish migration
must be transformed from immigration into colonization.’102 There
was no reason why Jews should emigrate to Palestine other than
religious obscurantism. Borochov sought to solve the problems of the
Jewish workers through the colonisation of Palestine.103
Borochov argued that not only a Jewish proletariat but a Jewish
bourgeoisie needed to be created. The Jewish class struggle in Russia
was “essentially hopeless” and had to be postponed until there was a
Jewish bourgeoisie.104 This was the fatal weakness of labour Zionism.
It had to create a Jewish bourgeoisie in order to wage a struggle
against it!
Once in Palestine the Jewish proletariat would, having displaced the
Arabs, unite with them in class struggle against that same Jewish
bourgeoisie. We can see the results of that today.
The Zionist movement and the Czarist regimes
The Zionist movement was formed in 1897 at the 1st Zionist Congress
in Basel, Switzerland. The Congress had originally intended to meet
in Munich but the Jews of Munich rose as one and accused the
authorities of anti-Semitism for allowing the Congress to meet.
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It may seem strange today when Zionists speak of nothing else but
anti-Semitism that a century ago Zionism was seen by the vast
majority of Jews as a form of Jewish anti-Semitism. Zionism did
establish a base among the Jews, but it was in Eastern Europe. The
major reason that the Jewish bourgeoisie in Britain eventually adopted
Zionism was in order to keep out the East European Jews.
The President of the Zionist Organisation was Theodor Herzl, a
Viennese journalist based in Paris. In his Diaries he wrote that
In Paris... I achieved a freer attitude towards anti-Semitism, which I now began to
understand historically and to pardon. Above all, I recognise the emptiness and futility of
trying to 'combat' anti-Semitism.

In the middle of the Dreyfuss Affair Herzl was willing to ‘understand
and to pardon’ anti-Semitism. This should give people an idea of
Zionism’s real commitment to fighting anti-Semitism.
Herzl spent his time wandering about Europe meeting different
leaders – from the German Kaiser to the Italian King Victor
Emmanuel, from the Pope to the Ottoman Sultan. His aim was to
persuade them to back his project for a Jewish state in Palestine.
When Herzl met the Grand Duke of Baden, the Kaiser’s uncle
‘took my project for building a state with the utmost earnestness. His
chief misgiving was that if he supported the cause, people might accuse
him of anti-Semitism’.105

As Francis Nicosia observed:
‘whereas today non-Jewish criticism of Zionism or the State of Israel are often dismissed as
motivated by a deeper anti-Semitism, in Herzl’s day an opposite non-Jewish reaction, one
105
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of support for the Zionist idea, might have resulted in a similar reaction.’106

What then had Herzl to offer these reactionary regimes? Herzl warned
the leaders of Europe that if the Zionist project were to fail, ‘hundreds
of thousands of our adherents would at one swoop change over to the
revolutionary parties.’107
Barely 4 months after the Kishinev pogrom, Herzl travelled to Russia
to meet with the author of the Kishinev pogrom Count von Plehve and
the Czarist Finance Minister Count Witte. The latter openly desired to
annihilate Russia’s Jews. Witte complained that half of the
membership of the revolutionary parties was Jewish.108
Why did Herzl meet these Czarist Ministers? Because he wished the
Zionist movement in Russia, alone of political movements, to
maintain its legal status. From 4-10 September 1902 the first allRussian Zionist Congress had been held in Minsk, with the Czarist
government's permission.109 Relations had then cooled which was
why Herzl had come to Russia.
What Herzl offered was an alternative to the attractions of the
revolutionary movements to Jewish workers. Herzl asked Plehve
‘Help me to reach land sooner and the revolt will end. And so will the
defection to the Socialists.’110 Herzl promised that the revolutionaries
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would stop their struggle in return for a Charter for Palestine in 15
years. The Bund were outraged.111
In a letter to Baroness Suttner, Herzl described Zionism’s role:
‘we are everywhere engaged in battles with the revolutionaries and are actually turning
the young students as well as the Jewish workingmen away from socialism and nihilism by
112
unfolding before them a pure and national ideal.

Herzl wrote to the Kaiser describing how:
‘Our movement… has everywhere to fight an embittered battle with the revolutionary
parties which rightly sense an adversary in it. We are in need of encouragement even
113
though it has to be a carefully kept secret.’

When Herzl began explaining to Plehve why he should support the
Zionist movement, Plehve replied
You don’t have to justify the movement to me. Vous prechez a un
converti (You are preaching to a convert). But ever since the Minsk
conference we have noticed un changement des gros bonnets [a change of
bigwigs]. There is less talk now of Palestinian Zionism than there is about
culture, organization and Jewish nationalism. This doesn’t suit
us….Ussishkin is the only man in Russia who is with you. (I was secretly
amazed at this knowledge of personalities. It proved to me how much
serious study he has given the question).’ 114

Plehve agreed to both the legalization of the Zionist movement and
the publication of a Zionist daily Der Fraind. In return Herzl
promised that he would play down the Kishinev pogrom at the 6th
Zionist Congress which was due to start two weeks later. Herzl
explained that Plehve
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‘was much concerned about the Congress, evidently because of the
inevitable re-opening of the Kishinev matter there. I could do him a
service by couper court [cutting short] the discussion.’ 115

The 1903 Zionist Congress, which took place 5 months after
Kishinev, remained silent about the pogroms just as 30 years later in
Prague, it would remain silent about the Hitler regime.
Kishinev also created a crisis for the fledgling Labour Zionist groups,
who realised that they could not ignore the struggle against antiSemitism.116
The ‘Marxist’ Zionists of Poalei Zion, the ‘Workers of Zion’, were
followers of Ber Borochov, who was expelled from the Russian
Social Democratic Party in May 1901, for supporting Zionism. 117
Although PZ groups formed in various locations, beginning in Minsk
in 1897, PZ was formally founded in 1906 in Poltava, Ukraine.118
In parts of the Diaspora, especially Poland and Russia, as the class
struggle intensified, Labour Zionist parties were drawn into the fight
against anti-Semitism. In Poland PZ split into a Right and Left Poalei
Zion. [LPZ] At its February/March 1919 Conference. LPZ emerged as
much the stronger.119
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LPZ moved steadily towards abandoning Zionism. The dream of
Palestine proved just that. It had no relevance to the day to day
struggle against the Endeks and the Nationalists. Only the Bund was
able to provide self-defence against the middle-class rabble and antiSemitic gangs.
In Russia the success of the revolutionaries in overthrowing the
Czarist regime in February 2017 lessened the attraction of Zionism.
At a stroke all anti-Semitic legislation was abolished by the Petrograd
Soviet. As a front-page headline in the main party newspaper Pravda
put it in 1918: “To be against the Jews is to be for the Tsar!” On 22
June the First Congress of Soviets passed unanimously a resolution on
‘The Struggle Against Antisemitism’. At their conference in
Petrograd in June 1917 the Russian Zionists omitted all mention of
British sponsorship of the Zionist settlement in Palestine. Zionism lost
its attraction as the fight against anti-Semitism succeeded.120
Zionism had obtained after the first World War a mass base in Poland.
The 3 million Jews there were the oppressed of the oppressed. In
Abram Leon’s words the Jews found themselves ‘wedged between the
anvil of decaying feudalism and the hammer of rotting capitalism.’121
Zionism was a form of political messianism and in times of despair
Jews looked to the intervention of god and their ‘restoration’ to a
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place where they were safe. However the Bund, an anti-Zionist
Jewish party, preferred to rely on themselves rather than god and they
organised Jewish self-defence, often in co-ordination with the Polish
Socialist Party. By 1938 the Bund had conquered the Jewish
community. In the last free elections in Poland the Bund gained in
Warsaw no less than 17 of the 20 Jewish Council seats. By contrast
the Zionists gained just one seat.122 Isaac Deutscher, the biographer of
Trotsky, explained that:
‘to the Jewish workers anti-Semitism seemed to triumph in Zionism, which recognised the
legitimacy and the validity of the old cry ‘Jews get out!' The Zionists were agreeing to get
out.’123

Palestinian PZ was always to the right of its diaspora sections because
the latter were drawn into the class struggle whereas the former was
motivated by the needs of settler colonialism into allying with the
British colonial authorities.
The Labour Zionist settlements were established with the money of
the Jewish bourgeoisie. The first thing they did was to exclude the
Palestinian peasants from the land and they organised a militia,
Hashomer, (the Guard) the forerunner of Haganah, to enforce this.
There were two Zionist Labour Parties – Ahdut Ha'avodah (formerly
PZ) and Hapoel Hatzair, an avowedly non-socialist party. Between
them they created Histadrut. Histadrut was a Jewish only trade union,
except that it wasn’t a trade union. Golda Meir described Histadrut as
122
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a ‘big labor union that wasn’t just a trade union organisation. It was
a great colonizing agency.’124 Pinhas Lavon, its Secretary-General,
described it as ‘a general organisation to its core. It is not a trade
union ...’125 The Histadrut was a ‘state in preparation.’ 126
In 1930, after Hapoel Hatzair had been convinced that Ahdut
Ha'avodah was as opposed to socialism as they were, they agreed to
merge and form Mapai, the Israeli Labor Party.127
Histadrut was a thoroughly racist, anti-socialist organisation. When
MOPSI, the embryonic Communist Party came out in 1924 as an antiZionist party, Histadrut collaborated with the British authorities in
having their militants deported.
The major campaigns of Histadrut were Jewish Land, Labour and
Produce. What this meant was that Jewish employers should not
employ Arabs, that Jewish housewives should not buy Arab produce
and that land once bought should be Arab-free. The Labour Zionists
created an economy within an economy and a state within a state.
David HaCohen, of Solel Boneh, Histadrut’s building company,
described the dilemmas of a “socialist” Zionist:
‘I had to fight my friends on the issue of Jewish socialism, to defend the fact that I would
not accept Arabs in my Trade Union, the Histadrut; to defend preaching to housewives that
they should not buy at Arab stores; to defend the fact that we stood guard at orchards to
prevent Arab workers from getting jobs there... to pour kerosene on Arab tomatoes; to
124
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attack Jewish housewives in the markets and smash Arab eggs they had bought; to praise
to the skies the Kereen Kayemet [Jewish Fund] that sent Hankin to Beirut to buy land from
absentee effendi [landlords] and to throw the fellahin [Arab peasants] off the land; to buy
dozens of dunums from an Arab is permitted but to sell God forbid one Jewish dunum to an
Arab is prohibited; to take Rothschild the incarnation of capitalism as a socialist and to
128
name him the ‘benefactor’ – to do all that was not easy.’

Ze’ev Sternhell described Labour Zionism as ‘nationalist socialism’.
He would have used the term ‘national socialism’ but it ‘has been
contaminated by association with the Nazis.’ 129

Class Struggle or Nationalist Struggle?
Speaking of ‘the evil of mixed labour’ David Ben-Gurion, the first
Israeli Prime Minister, described the employment of Arabs as ‘class–
hatred of intelligent Jewish labour.’130
To Berl Katznelson equality ‘was only a whip with which to scourge
the concept of Jewish labor.’ 131 Sternhell wrote of Katznelson that
‘What shook this spiritual shepherd to the depths of his soul was not the civil war in Spain
132
or the rise of Nazism but an exchange of populations between two kibbutzim...’

Ben-Gurion coined the slogan ‘From class to nation’ and redefined
the class struggle as a war against Arab workers. 133 Labour Zionism
consciously undermined Palestinian trade unionism.
Jewish class struggle in Palestine, was for the most part a fight against Arab workers. To be
134
anti-capitalist in Palestine almost always meant to be practically anti-Arab.’

The Union of Railway, Postal and Telegraph Workers was a bastion
of the left with a mixed Arab-Jewish membership. Histadrut
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incorporated the union in order to separate Arab from Jewish workers
and it created a separate Arab section.135 Arab workers objected to
Histadrut's Zionism and its policy of Jewish Labour. They therefore
had no place in Histadrut.
When Histadrut was Israel’s second largest employer, it refused to
employ Arabs in virtually all its factories (arms, oil, electronics etc.)
on ‘security grounds’.136 Only its building company, Solel Boneh,
which helped build the settlements, employed Arabs. This was
tantamount to a colour bar.137 Military service was a condition of most
employment138

and Israel’s Arabs

didn’t serve.139

Histadrut

deliberately refused to invest in industry in Arab villages and towns.
Mapam, the United Workers Party, described itself as Marxist but in
practice it was no different from Mapai, the Israeli Labour Party.
“Their socialism did not extend to their non-Jewish fellow men.” 140
Thousands of Palestinians were massacred in 1947-8 in order to
encourage their flight.141 In November 1948, Eliezer Peri, the editor
of Mapam’s newspaper Al Hamishmar, received a letter describing a
massacre at al-Dawayima. Benny Morris estimated that there were
hundreds of dead.142 Agriculture Minister Aharon Cisling referred to a
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letter he had received from Eliezer Kaplan, declaring: ‘I couldn’t
sleep all night ... Jews too have committed Nazi acts.’

143

Cisling

agreed that publicIy Israel must admit nothing; but the matter must be
thoroughly investigated. ‘The children they killed by breaking their
heads with sticks. There was not a house without dead’.144
Mapam’s Political Committee was briefed on 11 November 1948 by
the recently ousted Chief of Staff of the Haganah, Yisrael Galili,
about the killing of civilians during Operations Yoav and Hiram.
Aharon Cohen led a call for an independent inquiry. 145 The problem
was that the commanders of these operations were senior Mapam
members, Yitzhak Sadeh and Moshe Carmel.

The Jewish Working Class
Zionism was irrelevant to Jewish workers. In 1886 the socialist
Arbayter Fraynd published ‘a series of biting attacks on the “Golden
Calf” of Zionism. Zionism and socialism

were ‘mutually

antagonistic.’146 Alec, a fictional character in Simon Blumenfeld’s
novel Jew Boy remarked, ‘I don’t see why I should change one set of
exploiters for another because they are Jewish.’ 147
The Communists were seen as people who matched words with deeds.
Even East End Jewish businessmen gave money to the Communist
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Party to help combat the Fascist menace.148 David Cesarani wrote that
during the 1930’s ‘Zionism was in a state of collapse in the East End.’
A correspondent to the Young Zionist in December 1932 wrote that
‘The tendency in the best part of our Jewish working class… is to join
the Communist Party.’ and that Zionism ‘has made no headway’
amongst young working class Jews.’ 149
Joe Jacobs, an activist in the Communist Party wrote that ‘The Jews in
East London were not yet in favour of Zionism… Many Jews rejected
Zionism entirely.’ Their opposition to Zionism was made easier
because they had originated from Eastern Europe where the Bund had
fought a bitter fight against Zionist class collaboration.150 To Mick
Mendel, a prominent communist leader and trade unionist ‘Zionism
was not a solution – not even an inferior one – but an escape.’ 151
Up till 1945 the majority of British Jews were working-class. Most
Jews lived in the tenements of the East End. Hostility to Zionism was
strongest among Jewish workers. As Jewish tailor, I Stone said, at the
great meeting of the Hebrew Socialist Union of August 26 1876
‘The unity of Israel has become a great lie since the underlying class struggle exists also
amongst Jews… Therefore Jewish workers must unite among themselves against the other
152
spurious unity – that with the masters!’
For the first 30 years, from 1948-1977 it was the Israeli Labour Party which formed every
ruling coalition in Israel. Mapai was primarily a party of the state. It created Israeli
Apartheid through the expulsion of ¾ million Palestinians and through incorporating the
Jewish National Fund into managing Israel’s land. The JNF’s constitution only allowed it to
148
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serve the Jewish population so by passing the 1953 JNF Law, the ILP was deliberately
introducing land apartheid. All the rest of the discrimination between Jews and Arabs
followed from this.
In 1977, in the wake of the Yom Kippur war and with the support of the Oriental/Misrahi
Jews who Mapai had discriminated against, Likud under Menachem Begin came to power.
Since then the ILP has only formed a government twice. Today as the Israeli Jewish
electorate vote for far-Right or even further Right parties, the Zionist left is simply
irrelevant.
But Labour Zionism was never a socialist wing of Zionism. It is no accident that when
Jeremy Corbyn became leader of the Labour Party that the Jewish Labour Movement led
the ‘anti-Semitism’ attacks on him. Today the only role of labour Zionism is as the
operative arm of the Labour Right.

The Myth of Socialist Zionism
Like Jacob and Esau, Zionism and
Socialism have always been irreconcilable
foes
Talk Number 3 – Labour Left Alliance 9th April 6 pm
Register here
This Friday I shall be giving the third of five talks. The theme will be
Zionism and Socialism. When I grew up it was a common myth that
Israel was a socialist society. In Israel, Histadrut, the Zionist ‘trade
union’ was the biggest employer after the state itself. Where else in
the world would you have the commanding heights of the economy in
the hands of the unions? To many social democrats, who lacked any
class analysis, Israel was a dream come true.
I can remember the family solicitor, Rex Makin, who had defended
me on a charge of possession of dope, telling me in his plush offices
that if I was a socialist then I should go to Israel and join a kibbutz.
Rex himself ended up defending British Movement members!
The belief that Zionism has a left and a right-wing is a common one.
Even some Trotskyists, such as 4th International supporter Gilbert
Achcar, criticised the equation of Zionism and racism for its
‘totalizing nature ... we can hardly treat all Zionists ... as birds of the same
racist feather. There is Zionism and there is ‘Zionism’’ 153
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It is a common myth that Zionism has a left and a right. In fact all
Zionist groups, without exception, subscribe to the idea of a Jewish
Supremacist State. The differences between left and right have always
been tactical not principled.
It was the ‘left’ Zionists who built the state and created the apartheid
architecture such as the JNF which remains to this day. It is the ‘rightwing’ Zionists who have taken what Labour Zionism built whilst
jettisoning state capitalism in favour of neo-liberalism.
Labour Zionism was instrumental in the creation of the Israeli state
but today it has no role to play. We are witnessing its death agony. In
1949 the 2 Labour Zionist parties won 65 out of 120 seats in Israel’s
first elections. In the March 2021 elections they won just 13, a sharp
decline from 2015 when they won 29 seats though an improvement on
the March 2020 elections when they won just 7.
It took a lot of unlearning before I came to terms with the fact that
Israel was as far as it was possible to be from the ideas of socialism.
Even as a teenager moving towards Marxism, I remember feeling that
socialism and Zionism were incompatible
Why? Because Zionism, even of the ‘socialist’ variety, stressed
Jewish unity regardless of class. Zionism was an exclusivist project
that had no place for non-Jews, still less Arabs.
The Kibbutz – A socialist experiment?

The myth that Zionism had originated in socialism was based on the
collective settlements in Palestine, which were the result of ‘an
alliance between the embryonic labour movement and the Zionist
financial institutions’. The pragmatism of the pioneers was revealed
in their readiness to enter into an alliance with the Jewish bourgeoisie
abroad.’154
The Kibbutz ‘emerged directly from the interaction between Ruppin
and the young immigrants of the Second Aliyah.’ 155 Collective forms
of colonisation were the most efficient and effective means of
colonising Palestine. They were not a means of changing society but
‘tools in forging national sovereignty.’ 156 Their internal social
structure was designed to reflect this, eliminating personal space in
favour of a collective identity. They were a Zionist Sparta, intended to
produce warriors without attachments of affection to each other or
even to their children. ‘Everything was the property of the collective
including the individual’s thoughts.’ 157
Owen Jones, in his recent book This Land, spoke of Israel’s ‘original
socialist principles’. The kibbutzim were ‘the incubators of a new
socialist society.’
Today no one (except racists like Jones) has any illusions that the
kibbutzim are socialist. They have always refused to admit Arabs as
members. Today they are exploiters of Arab and Oriental Jewish
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labour. They are collective capitalists. Established on the ruins of the
Palestinian villages the Kibbutzim took a major role in the ethnic
cleansing of the Palestinians.
The late Gerald Kaufmann MP compared the influence of the Kibbutz
to that of Eton in the Tory Party.158 Between 1949 and 1969, one
third of Israeli cabinet ministers came from the Kibbutzim.159 They
also supplied a disproportionate number of senior Israeli officers.
But you may ask: wasn’t it true that when it was founded Zionism
was a socialist project? Here we come up against another aspect of
Zionism. Its ability to successfully rewrite history. So what is the
truth? Was Zionism another failed attempt at achieving a socialist
society or was it always a settler colonial movement?
This is what my talk is going to be about and I am going to explain
that Zionism, from the very beginning, was a reactionary, racist and
indeed anti-Semitic, movement.

The Pogroms
Zionism arrived late on the scene at the end of the 19th century during
the late colonial era. Its arrival coincided with an increase in pogroms
against Jews in the Pale of Settlement in Czarist Russia where the vast
majority of world Jewry lived.
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The reaction of the Jews to these pogroms, which claimed thousands
of lives, the most notorious being at Odessa in 1871 and 1881 and
Kishinev in April 1903 was the emergence of Jewish self-defence.
The Kishinev pogrom was perpetrated by the Black Hundreds which
were financed by the Czarist regime and organised by Minister of the
Interior, Count von Phleve.
Anti-Semitism led to Jews joining the socialist and revolutionary
movements. It is estimated that Jews accounted for some 25-30% of
revolutionary activists in Russia between 1886-1889. In the principal
area of revolutionary activity, the provinces in the South, some 3540% of activists were Jewish. This is the context in which socialist
Zionism emerged.
The first Jewish socialist movement was the Bund, the General Jewish
Workers Union of Russia, Poland and Lithunia. It was officially
formed in 1897 in Vilna but early Jewish workers groups had been
formed around the beginning of the 1890s.
The Bund was hostile to Zionism and claimed that the fledgling
socialist Zionist groups,160 wore a red mask to hide their real
intentions and to conform to the radical zeitgeist.161 Socialist Zionism
arose as a result of the conflict between Zionism’s support for the
existing order and the Jewish proletariats' class interests.162 The Bund
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regarded Zionism as a nationalist diversion from the class struggle163
and ‘the most evil enemy of the organised Jewish proletariat’.164
Borochov and Labour Zionism
The first socialist Zionist groups emerged around Ber Borochov, a socalled Marxist Zionist. Poalei Zion, [PZ] was formally founded in
1906 in Poltava, Ukraine.
Borochov held that because most Jews were not proletarianised they
could not take part in the class struggle. This was at a time when
Jewish workers were making a major contribution to the revolutionary
struggle in Russia.
‘The class struggle can take place only where the worker toils,... As long
as the worker does not occupy a definite position, he can wage no
struggle.’165

Borochov argued that the class structure of Jews was like an inverted
pyramid. There were too many rich Jews and too few Jewish workers.
Only in Palestine could a Jewish society emerge with a normal socioeconomic structure. Borochov was simply ignorant of the changing
class nature of the Jewish workers.
Borochov argued that because Jewish workers had no territory from
which to wage class struggle, they first had to change their conditions
of production. The answer was not emigration to another country like
163
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Britain. That would only replicate the problem: ‘Jewish migration
must be transformed from immigration into colonization.’166 There
was no reason why Jews should emigrate to Palestine other than
religious obscurantism. Borochov sought to solve the problems of the
Jewish workers through the colonisation of Palestine.167
Borochov argued that not only a Jewish proletariat but a Jewish
bourgeoisie needed to be created. The Jewish class struggle in Russia
was “essentially hopeless” and had to be postponed until there was a
Jewish bourgeoisie.168 This was the fatal weakness of labour Zionism.
It had to create a Jewish bourgeoisie in order to wage a struggle
against it!
Once in Palestine the Jewish proletariat would, having displaced the
Arabs, unite with them in class struggle against that same Jewish
bourgeoisie. We can see the results of that today.
The Zionist movement and the Czarist regimes
The Zionist movement was formed in 1897 at the 1st Zionist Congress
in Basel, Switzerland. The Congress had originally intended to meet
in Munich but the Jews of Munich rose as one and accused the
authorities of anti-Semitism for allowing the Congress to meet.
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It may seem strange today when Zionists speak of nothing else but
anti-Semitism that a century ago Zionism was seen by the vast
majority of Jews as a form of Jewish anti-Semitism. Zionism did
establish a base among the Jews, but it was in Eastern Europe. The
major reason that the Jewish bourgeoisie in Britain eventually adopted
Zionism was in order to keep out the East European Jews.
The President of the Zionist Organisation was Theodor Herzl, a
Viennese journalist based in Paris. In his Diaries he wrote that
In Paris... I achieved a freer attitude towards anti-Semitism, which I now began to
understand historically and to pardon. Above all, I recognise the emptiness and futility of
trying to 'combat' anti-Semitism.

In the middle of the Dreyfuss Affair Herzl was willing to ‘understand
and to pardon’ anti-Semitism. This should give people an idea of
Zionism’s real commitment to fighting anti-Semitism.
Herzl spent his time wandering about Europe meeting different
leaders – from the German Kaiser to the Italian King Victor
Emmanuel, from the Pope to the Ottoman Sultan. His aim was to
persuade them to back his project for a Jewish state in Palestine.
When Herzl met the Grand Duke of Baden, the Kaiser’s uncle
‘took my project for building a state with the utmost earnestness. His
chief misgiving was that if he supported the cause, people might accuse
him of anti-Semitism’.169

As Francis Nicosia observed:
‘whereas today non-Jewish criticism of Zionism or the State of Israel are often dismissed as
motivated by a deeper anti-Semitism, in Herzl’s day an opposite non-Jewish reaction, one
169
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of support for the Zionist idea, might have resulted in a similar reaction.’170

What then had Herzl to offer these reactionary regimes? Herzl warned
the leaders of Europe that if the Zionist project were to fail, ‘hundreds
of thousands of our adherents would at one swoop change over to the
revolutionary parties.’171
Barely 4 months after the Kishinev pogrom, Herzl travelled to Russia
to meet with the author of the Kishinev pogrom Count von Plehve and
the Czarist Finance Minister Count Witte. The latter openly desired to
annihilate Russia’s Jews. Witte complained that half of the
membership of the revolutionary parties was Jewish.172
Why did Herzl meet these Czarist Ministers? Because he wished the
Zionist movement in Russia, alone of political movements, to
maintain its legal status. From 4-10 September 1902 the first allRussian Zionist Congress had been held in Minsk, with the Czarist
government's permission.173 Relations had then cooled which was
why Herzl had come to Russia.
What Herzl offered was an alternative to the attractions of the
revolutionary movements to Jewish workers. Herzl asked Plehve
‘Help me to reach land sooner and the revolt will end. And so will the
defection to the Socialists.’174 Herzl promised that the revolutionaries
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would stop their struggle in return for a Charter for Palestine in 15
years. The Bund were outraged.175
In a letter to Baroness Suttner, Herzl described Zionism’s role:
‘we are everywhere engaged in battles with the revolutionaries and are actually turning
the young students as well as the Jewish workingmen away from socialism and nihilism by
176
unfolding before them a pure and national ideal.

Herzl wrote to the Kaiser describing how:
‘Our movement… has everywhere to fight an embittered battle with the revolutionary
parties which rightly sense an adversary in it. We are in need of encouragement even
177
though it has to be a carefully kept secret.’

When Herzl began explaining to Plehve why he should support the
Zionist movement, Plehve replied
You don’t have to justify the movement to me. Vous prechez a un
converti (You are preaching to a convert). But ever since the Minsk
conference we have noticed un changement des gros bonnets [a change of
bigwigs]. There is less talk now of Palestinian Zionism than there is about
culture, organization and Jewish nationalism. This doesn’t suit
us….Ussishkin is the only man in Russia who is with you. (I was secretly
amazed at this knowledge of personalities. It proved to me how much
serious study he has given the question).’ 178

Plehve agreed to both the legalization of the Zionist movement and
the publication of a Zionist daily Der Fraind. In return Herzl
promised that he would play down the Kishinev pogrom at the 6th
Zionist Congress which was due to start two weeks later. Herzl
explained that Plehve
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‘was much concerned about the Congress, evidently because of the
inevitable re-opening of the Kishinev matter there. I could do him a
service by couper court [cutting short] the discussion.’ 179

The 1903 Zionist Congress, which took place 5 months after
Kishinev, remained silent about the pogroms just as 30 years later in
Prague, it would remain silent about the Hitler regime.
Kishinev also created a crisis for the fledgling Labour Zionist groups,
who realised that they could not ignore the struggle against antiSemitism.180
The ‘Marxist’ Zionists of Poalei Zion, the ‘Workers of Zion’, were
followers of Ber Borochov, who was expelled from the Russian
Social Democratic Party in May 1901, for supporting Zionism. 181
Although PZ groups formed in various locations, beginning in Minsk
in 1897, PZ was formally founded in 1906 in Poltava, Ukraine.182
In parts of the Diaspora, especially Poland and Russia, as the class
struggle intensified, Labour Zionist parties were drawn into the fight
against anti-Semitism. In Poland PZ split into a Right and Left Poalei
Zion. [LPZ] At its February/March 1919 Conference. LPZ emerged as
much the stronger.183
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LPZ moved steadily towards abandoning Zionism. The dream of
Palestine proved just that. It had no relevance to the day to day
struggle against the Endeks and the Nationalists. Only the Bund was
able to provide self-defence against the middle-class rabble and antiSemitic gangs.
In Russia the success of the revolutionaries in overthrowing the
Czarist regime in February 2017 lessened the attraction of Zionism.
At a stroke all anti-Semitic legislation was abolished by the Petrograd
Soviet. As a front-page headline in the main party newspaper Pravda
put it in 1918: “To be against the Jews is to be for the Tsar!” On 22
June the First Congress of Soviets passed unanimously a resolution on
‘The Struggle Against Antisemitism’. At their conference in
Petrograd in June 1917 the Russian Zionists omitted all mention of
British sponsorship of the Zionist settlement in Palestine. Zionism lost
its attraction as the fight against anti-Semitism succeeded.184
Zionism had obtained after the first World War a mass base in Poland.
The 3 million Jews there were the oppressed of the oppressed. In
Abram Leon’s words the Jews found themselves ‘wedged between the
anvil of decaying feudalism and the hammer of rotting capitalism.’185
Zionism was a form of political messianism and in times of despair
Jews looked to the intervention of god and their ‘restoration’ to a
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place where they were safe. However the Bund, an anti-Zionist
Jewish party, preferred to rely on themselves rather than god and they
organised Jewish self-defence, often in co-ordination with the Polish
Socialist Party. By 1938 the Bund had conquered the Jewish
community. In the last free elections in Poland the Bund gained in
Warsaw no less than 17 of the 20 Jewish Council seats. By contrast
the Zionists gained just one seat.186 Isaac Deutscher, the biographer of
Trotsky, explained that:
‘to the Jewish workers anti-Semitism seemed to triumph in Zionism, which recognised the
legitimacy and the validity of the old cry ‘Jews get out!' The Zionists were agreeing to get
out.’187

Palestinian PZ was always to the right of its diaspora sections because
the latter were drawn into the class struggle whereas the former was
motivated by the needs of settler colonialism into allying with the
British colonial authorities.
The Labour Zionist settlements were established with the money of
the Jewish bourgeoisie. The first thing they did was to exclude the
Palestinian peasants from the land and they organised a militia,
Hashomer, (the Guard) the forerunner of Haganah, to enforce this.
There were two Zionist Labour Parties – Ahdut Ha'avodah (formerly
PZ) and Hapoel Hatzair, an avowedly non-socialist party. Between
them they created Histadrut. Histadrut was a Jewish only trade union,
except that it wasn’t a trade union. Golda Meir described Histadrut as
186
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a ‘big labor union that wasn’t just a trade union organisation. It was
a great colonizing agency.’188 Pinhas Lavon, its Secretary-General,
described it as ‘a general organisation to its core. It is not a trade
union ...’189 The Histadrut was a ‘state in preparation.’ 190
In 1930, after Hapoel Hatzair had been convinced that Ahdut
Ha'avodah was as opposed to socialism as they were, they agreed to
merge and form Mapai, the Israeli Labor Party.191
Histadrut was a thoroughly racist, anti-socialist organisation. When
MOPSI, the embryonic Communist Party came out in 1924 as an antiZionist party, Histadrut collaborated with the British authorities in
having their militants deported.
The major campaigns of Histadrut were Jewish Land, Labour and
Produce. What this meant was that Jewish employers should not
employ Arabs, that Jewish housewives should not buy Arab produce
and that land once bought should be Arab-free. The Labour Zionists
created an economy within an economy and a state within a state.
David HaCohen, of Solel Boneh, Histadrut’s building company,
described the dilemmas of a “socialist” Zionist:
‘I had to fight my friends on the issue of Jewish socialism, to defend the fact that I would
not accept Arabs in my Trade Union, the Histadrut; to defend preaching to housewives that
they should not buy at Arab stores; to defend the fact that we stood guard at orchards to
prevent Arab workers from getting jobs there... to pour kerosene on Arab tomatoes; to
188
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attack Jewish housewives in the markets and smash Arab eggs they had bought; to praise
to the skies the Kereen Kayemet [Jewish Fund] that sent Hankin to Beirut to buy land from
absentee effendi [landlords] and to throw the fellahin [Arab peasants] off the land; to buy
dozens of dunums from an Arab is permitted but to sell God forbid one Jewish dunum to an
Arab is prohibited; to take Rothschild the incarnation of capitalism as a socialist and to
192
name him the ‘benefactor’ – to do all that was not easy.’

Ze’ev Sternhell described Labour Zionism as ‘nationalist socialism’.
He would have used the term ‘national socialism’ but it ‘has been
contaminated by association with the Nazis.’ 193

Class Struggle or Nationalist Struggle?
Speaking of ‘the evil of mixed labour’ David Ben-Gurion, the first
Israeli Prime Minister, described the employment of Arabs as ‘class–
hatred of intelligent Jewish labour.’194
To Berl Katznelson equality ‘was only a whip with which to scourge
the concept of Jewish labor.’ 195 Sternhell wrote of Katznelson that
‘What shook this spiritual shepherd to the depths of his soul was not the civil war in Spain
196
or the rise of Nazism but an exchange of populations between two kibbutzim...’

Ben-Gurion coined the slogan ‘From class to nation’ and redefined
the class struggle as a war against Arab workers. 197 Labour Zionism
consciously undermined Palestinian trade unionism.
Jewish class struggle in Palestine, was for the most part a fight against Arab workers. To be
198
anti-capitalist in Palestine almost always meant to be practically anti-Arab.’

The Union of Railway, Postal and Telegraph Workers was a bastion
of the left with a mixed Arab-Jewish membership. Histadrut
192
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incorporated the union in order to separate Arab from Jewish workers
and it created a separate Arab section.199 Arab workers objected to
Histadrut's Zionism and its policy of Jewish Labour. They therefore
had no place in Histadrut.
When Histadrut was Israel’s second largest employer, it refused to
employ Arabs in virtually all its factories (arms, oil, electronics etc.)
on ‘security grounds’.200 Only its building company, Solel Boneh,
which helped build the settlements, employed Arabs. This was
tantamount to a colour bar.201 Military service was a condition of most
employment202

and Israel’s Arabs

didn’t serve.203

Histadrut

deliberately refused to invest in industry in Arab villages and towns.
Mapam, the United Workers Party, described itself as Marxist but in
practice it was no different from Mapai, the Israeli Labour Party.
“Their socialism did not extend to their non-Jewish fellow men.” 204
Thousands of Palestinians were massacred in 1947-8 in order to
encourage their flight.205 In November 1948, Eliezer Peri, the editor
of Mapam’s newspaper Al Hamishmar, received a letter describing a
massacre at al-Dawayima. Benny Morris estimated that there were
hundreds of dead.206 Agriculture Minister Aharon Cisling referred to a
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letter he had received from Eliezer Kaplan, declaring: ‘I couldn’t
sleep all night ... Jews too have committed Nazi acts.’

207

Cisling

agreed that publicIy Israel must admit nothing; but the matter must be
thoroughly investigated. ‘The children they killed by breaking their
heads with sticks. There was not a house without dead’.208
Mapam’s Political Committee was briefed on 11 November 1948 by
the recently ousted Chief of Staff of the Haganah, Yisrael Galili,
about the killing of civilians during Operations Yoav and Hiram.
Aharon Cohen led a call for an independent inquiry. 209 The problem
was that the commanders of these operations were senior Mapam
members, Yitzhak Sadeh and Moshe Carmel.

The Jewish Working Class
Zionism was irrelevant to Jewish workers. In 1886 the socialist
Arbayter Fraynd published ‘a series of biting attacks on the “Golden
Calf” of Zionism. Zionism and socialism

were ‘mutually

antagonistic.’210 Alec, a fictional character in Simon Blumenfeld’s
novel Jew Boy remarked, ‘I don’t see why I should change one set of
exploiters for another because they are Jewish.’ 211
The Communists were seen as people who matched words with deeds.
Even East End Jewish businessmen gave money to the Communist
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Party to help combat the Fascist menace.212 David Cesarani wrote that
during the 1930’s ‘Zionism was in a state of collapse in the East End.’
A correspondent to the Young Zionist in December 1932 wrote that
‘The tendency in the best part of our Jewish working class… is to join
the Communist Party.’ and that Zionism ‘has made no headway’
amongst young working class Jews.’ 213
Joe Jacobs, an activist in the Communist Party wrote that ‘The Jews in
East London were not yet in favour of Zionism… Many Jews rejected
Zionism entirely.’ Their opposition to Zionism was made easier
because they had originated from Eastern Europe where the Bund had
fought a bitter fight against Zionist class collaboration.214 To Mick
Mendel, a prominent communist leader and trade unionist ‘Zionism
was not a solution – not even an inferior one – but an escape.’ 215
Up till 1945 the majority of British Jews were working-class. Most
Jews lived in the tenements of the East End. Hostility to Zionism was
strongest among Jewish workers. As Jewish tailor, I Stone said, at the
great meeting of the Hebrew Socialist Union of August 26 1876
‘The unity of Israel has become a great lie since the underlying class struggle exists also
amongst Jews… Therefore Jewish workers must unite among themselves against the other
216
spurious unity – that with the masters!’
For the first 30 years, from 1948-1977 it was the Israeli Labour Party which formed every
ruling coalition in Israel. Mapai was primarily a party of the state. It created Israeli
Apartheid through the expulsion of ¾ million Palestinians and through incorporating the
Jewish National Fund into managing Israel’s land. The JNF’s constitution only allowed it to
212
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serve the Jewish population so by passing the 1953 JNF Law, the ILP was deliberately
introducing land apartheid. All the rest of the discrimination between Jews and Arabs
followed from this.
In 1977, in the wake of the Yom Kippur war and with the support of the Oriental/Misrahi
Jews who Mapai had discriminated against, Likud under Menachem Begin came to power.
Since then the ILP has only formed a government twice. Today as the Israeli Jewish
electorate vote for far-Right or even further Right parties, the Zionist left is simply
irrelevant.
But Labour Zionism was never a socialist wing of Zionism. It is no accident that when
Jeremy Corbyn became leader of the Labour Party that the Jewish Labour Movement led
the ‘anti-Semitism’ attacks on him. Today the only role of labour Zionism is as the
operative arm of the Labour Right.

Talk - Nazi Zionist Collaboration
16 April 2021
IHRA – Livingstone – Machover – Arendt
the campaign, conducted with all the well-known means of image-making and opinionmanipulation, got much more attention than the controversy…. (it was) as though the
pieces written against the book (and more frequently against its author) came “out of a
mimeographing machine” … the clamor centered on the “image” of a book which was
never written, and touched upon subjects that often had not only not been mentioned by
me but had never occurred to me before.” 217
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Sharp Separation Between Zionists and Zionism
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Today holocaust is on lips of Zionism everywhere – contrast with
what happened during holocaust
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Focus on collaboration can be a distraction
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No difference between Zionist approach to the Nazis and its attitude to
anti-Semitism historically
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Zionism agreed with the Nazis ideologically
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Nazi theoretician Alfred Rosenberg and other German anti-Semites
attitude to Zionism
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Jewish attitude to rise of Nazis – Ha’avara and BOYCOTT [2]
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Zionists were the only ones to welcome the Nazis - ZVfD letter to
Hitler 21 June 1933
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11. Refugeeism – Blocking of emigration other than to Palestine
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a. Zionist Priority Was Building the State not Rescue - Silence
b. The holocaust as lever to build Palestine – Disaster Means
Strength
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After the war – guilty consciences
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What was the relationship between the Nazis and the
Zionists? Is it true that the Nazis supported Zionism?
When Ken Livingstone declared that Hitler supported Zionism the
Zionist movement gave us an orchestrated display of faux outrage. To
even mention, let alone discuss, Zionism’s record during the Third
Reich, was called ‘anti-Semitism’. This in itself suggests that Zionism
has something to hide.
The immediate reaction of for example The Independent to
Livingstone’s remarks was to commission an article Why the Haavara
Agreement does not mean the Nazis were Zionists by Rainer Schulze,
who described Ha’avara, the trading agreement between the Nazis
and the Zionists as ‘a way to save Jews from the claws of an
increasingly hostile regime and attract them to Palestine.’
Yet just a little research would show that Ha’avara was not only
bitterly condemned by the vast majority of Jews, including the Jewish
Chronicle, for undermining the Jewish Boycott of Nazi Germany, but
it was only ever intended to apply to the richest German Jews.
Schulze wrote that ‘Zionism was a movement based on the right of
self-determination. It originated as a national liberation movement’.
Schulze is an Emeritus Professor of History at Essex University so
there is no excuse for fabricating history.
The Zionist movement described itself as a colonising movement and
referred to its settlements in Palestine as colonies. In his famous essay

‘The Iron Wall’ Vladimir Jabotinsky, the founder of Revisionist
Zionism (now Likud) wrote:
My readers have a general idea of the history of colonisation in other
countries. I suggest that they consider all the precedents with which they
are acquainted, and see whether there is one solitary instance of any
colonisation being carried on with the consent of the native population.
There is no such precedent.
The native populations, civilised or uncivilised, have always stubbornly
resisted the colonists, irrespective of whether they were civilised or
savage.218

When Theodor Herzl wrote to Cecil Rhodes, the White settler leader,
after whom Rhodesia was named, on January 11th 1902, he asked:
“How, then, do I happen to turn to you since this is an out-of-the-way
matter for you? How indeed? Because it is something colonial… I want
you ... to put the stamp of your authority on the Zionist plan…’

Zionism and Anti-Semitism
The IHRA ‘definition’ of anti-Semitism, which anti-Semites like
Viktor Orban and Donald Trump love so much defines anti-Semitism
as ‘Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the
Nazis’. So if you compare the Nazis’ barring of Jews from certain
residential areas of towns to Israel’s policy of barring Arabs from
areas of Israel such as Mitzpe Aviv then you are anti-Semitic.
It used to be the case that if something was true it couldn’t be antiSemitic. Anti-Semitism by its very nature was based on falsehoods.
Now however something can be both true and ‘anti-Semitic’.
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Zionism and Anti-Semitism are like Siamese twins. They feed off
each other and share a common belief that Jews and non-Jews cannot
live together in the same society. This is why, from the beginning of
the Zionist movement in the late 19th century, anti-Semites have
consistently supported the Zionist movement.
Theodor Herzl, the founder of Political Zionism understood this well:
‘the anti-Semites will become our most dependable friends, the antiSemitic countries our allies.’219

There are many examples of this mutual affection. William Stanley
Shaw, President of the British Brothers League, the precursor of the
British Union of Fascists, which campaigned against the immigration
of Jewish refugees, expressed his admiration for Zionism:
I am a firm believer in the Zionist movement, which the British Brothers League will do
much incidentally to foster. The return of the Jews to Palestine is one of the most striking
signs of the times…. All students of prophecy are watching the manifold signs of the times
with almost breathless interest…220

Christian Zionism combines anti-Semitism, Zionism and Messianism.
John Hagee, President of the million strong Christians United for
Israel, described Hitler as an agent of god.
The Zionist approach to the Nazis was no different to their attitude
historically to anti-Semitism. It sought not to oppose or fight the
Nazis but to work with them. Zionism saw anti-Semitism as a force
that would drive the Jews to Palestine. In Herzl’s analogy it was the
steam that drove the engine.
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This mutual affection was recognised very early on by the principal
theoretician of the Nazi Party, Alfred Rosenberg who argued that:
‘Zionism must be vigorously supported in order to encourage a
significant number of German Jews to leave for Palestine or other
destinations.’221

Rosenberg:
‘intended to use Zionism as a legal justification for depriving German
Jews of their civil rights’ and ‘eventually the Jewish presence in
Germany.’222

Rosenberg was hanged at Nuremburg for crimes against humanity.
Heinrich Class, the leader of the 100,000 Pan German League, who
became a Nazi member of the Reichstag in 1933 wrote that:223
“... among the Jews themselves the nationalist movement called Zionism is gaining more
and more adherents ... They also declare openly that a true assimilation of the Jewish
aliens to the host nations would be impossible... the Zionists confirm what the enemies of
the Jews... have always asserted...” [If I Were the Kaiser, Daniel Frymman]

Donald Niewyk asked if German Zionism
‘reinforced the anti-Semitic stereotype of the Jews as materialists, exploiters, and
traitors?... Did their assertions of racial and national otherness… hasten the day when the
Nazis might seek to make Germany judenrein?’224

JB Agus asked if
‘the Zionist programme and philosophy contribute(d) decisively to the enormous
catastrophe of the extermination of 6 million Jews by the Nazis by popularizing the notion
that the Jews were forever aliens in Europe?’225

Ha’avara and the Jewish Boycott - What was the
Zionist attitude to the rise of the Nazis?
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When Hitler became Chancellor of Germany on 30 January 1933,
world Jewry spontaneously organised a Boycott of Nazi Germany.
This caused the Nazis to panic. Only a tiny minority of Jews, the
Zionists and the Jewish bourgeoisie opposed the Boycott.
‘faced with the consequences of an economic boycott by the Jews of the
whole world the Nazis of Germany are denying stories of the atrocious
treatment which has been meted out to those of Jewish nationality.226

The Boycott reigned in the Nazi terror but the Zionists were wholly
indifferent to the plight of Germany’s Jews.
On 9 June 1933 the German Zionist Federation, (ZVfD) the Jewish
Agency and the Palestine Land Development Company began
negotiations with the Nazi government to secure a trade agreement.
Agreement was reached by August 7th.
The Zionist leaders of the Palestine Jewish community (Yishuv)
opposed the Boycott of Nazi Germany because
‘Zionist priorities... awarded precedence to the realization of Zionist goals
and the building of Palestine over the struggle to preserve Jewish civil
rights in the Diaspora.’ 227

Dov Hoz observed that “In these negotiations, we are reaping the
fruit of the boycott we oppose.” 228 But for the Boycott the Nazis
would not have agreed to Ha'avara. The Zionist movement was
parasitic on the Boycott movement. As Yf’aat Weiss noted
The Zionist movement found itself in a profound conflict between transfer and boycott and,
in the broad sense, between the needs of the Yishuv and the sentiments of the Jewish
people.229
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The Zionists spoke of ‘saving the wealth’ and ‘rescuing the capital
from Nazi Germany’ not saving the Jews.230 Those 20,000 German
Jews who it benefited were amongst the richest Jews in Germany, the
very ones who could have found other places of refuge.
Far from doing their best to maximize the number of German Jews
who could enter Palestine (no one believed then that the Nazis would
kill Germany’s Jews) the Zionists sought to restrict the numbers.
Werner Senator, a member of the Jewish Agency Executive [JAE]
warned that if German Zionists ‘did not improve the quality of the
“human material” they were sending the number of certificates
would be cut.231
If the Zionists sought to rescue the maximum number of German Jews
then it made no sense that nearly 5,000 American Jews and 20,000
from countries where Jews were not under threat were given
certificates to enter Palestine between 1933 and 1939. Even as
dedicated a Zionist as Elie Wiesel, wrote that
‘Surely, Jewish Palestine... needed money to finance its development, but this brazen
pragmatism went against the political philosophy of a majority of world Jewry. There
developed a growing perception that instead of supporting and strengthening the boycott,
Palestine was, in fact, sabotaging it.’ [Elie Wiesel] 232

The behaviour of the Zionists infuriated Jewish workers and trade
unionists. In a debate between Berl Locker of the Zionist Executive
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and Baruch Vladeck, the Bundist editor of the Yiddish Forward and
Chairman of the Jewish Labor Committee, Vladeck described how
‘The whole organized labor movement and the progressive world are waging a fight
against Hitler through the boycott. The Transfer Agreement scabs on that fight.’

Vladeck contended that
The main purpose of the Transfer is not to rescue the Jews from Germany but to strengthen
various institutions in Palestine. Vladeck termed Palestine ‘the official scab agent against
the boycott in the Near-East’.233

The Zionist leaders welcomed the Nazis
The Zionist leadership actually welcomed the rise to power of Hitler.
In their eyes the triumph of the Nazis had vindicated them. They had
been right when they said that there was no future for the diaspora.
I’m not suggesting that the Zionists welcomed the holocaust. In 1933
very few people thought the Nazis would exterminate the Jews.
However most Jews realised that the Nazis represented a new form of
racial anti-Semitism and that they represented a dire threat to the
safety of German Jews.
The Zionist attitude to Nazi anti-Semitism was that of Herzl. AntiSemitism ‘will not harm the Jews…. It represents the education of a
group by the masses... Education is accomplished by hard knocks.’234
There can be no doubt that the Zionist willingly and voluntarily
proposed collaborating with the Nazis. On 21 June 1933, the ZVfD
sent a memo to Hitler which was never answered. It read:
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On the foundation of the new state, which has established the principle of race... fruitful
activity for the fatherland is possible. Our acknowledgement of Jewish nationality provides
for a clear and sincere relationship to the German people and its national and racial
realities…. because we too are against mixed marriages and are for maintaining the purity
of the Jewish group… The realisation of Zionism could only be hurt by resentment of Jews
abroad against the German development. Boycott propaganda… is in essence
fundamentally unZionist, because Zionism wants not to do battle but to convince and to
build.’235 (my emphasis)

Chaim Weizmann, Israel’s first President warned his personal
secretary, Lewis Namier, a Jewish anti-Semite, who was writing the
Introduction to Arthur Ruppin’s Jews in the Modern World
‘not to be so open in expressing their common toleration of Nazism’
because ‘the louts will say, the Jews themselves think that it will be all for
the good, etc.’ (my emphasis)236

Bloom commented that ‘Ruppin’s attitude towards the Nazis, then,
reflects the general reaction of many Zionists, including “liberals”
like Weizmann.’ 237 Ruppin was subscribed to the racial sciences.
The Zionist national poet Chaim Nachman Bialik volunteered that
‘Hitler has perhaps saved German Jewry, which was being
assimilated into annihilation.’238
Emil Ludwig, the world famous biographer, ‘expressed the general
attitude of the Zionist movement:’ when he wrote that:
‘Hitler will be forgotten in a few years, but he will have a beautiful monument in Palestine.
You know, the coming of the Nazis was rather a welcome thing. … Thousands who seemed
to be completely lost to Judaism were brought back to the fold by Hitler, and for that I am
personally very grateful to him.’ 239
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Francis Nicosia described how ‘so positive’ was its assessment of the
situation that the ZVfD announced its determination to take advantage
of the crisis to win over German Jewry to Zionism.240
David Ben Gurion, the Chairman of the Jewish Agency and Israel’s
first Prime Minister is quoted as saying that
‘Disaster is strength if channeled to a productive course. The whole trick
of Zionism is that it knows how to channel our disaster, not into
despondency or degradation, as is the case in the Diaspora, but into a
source of creativity and exploitation.’ 241

Ben Gurion’s view was widely shared. The Zionist movement was
determined to take advantage of the rise of the Nazis in order to build
their ‘Jewish’ state.
Rabbi Prinz, the President of the ZVfD and later deputy President of
the World Jewish Congress described the Nazi assumption of power
as the ‘beginning of the Jew’s return to his Judaism.’ The main
Jewish German body, the Centralverein talked about German Zionism
having inflicted ‘a stab in the back’ to the struggle against Hitler.242
Berl Katznelson, a founder of Mapai, and Ben Gurion’s effective
deputy, saw the rise of Hitler as “an opportunity to build and flourish
like none we have ever had or ever will have” 243
Ben Gurion was even more optimistic. ‘The Nazis victory would
become “a fertile force for Zionism.”244
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Exploiting the Holocaust for a Jewish Palestine
Noah Lucas, a critical Zionist historian, wrote about how, as the
European holocaust erupted,
Ben Gurion saw it as a decisive opportunity for Zionism... In conditions
of peace,… Zionism could not move the masses of world Jewry. The
forces unleashed by Hitler in all their horror must be harnessed to the
advantage of Zionism. ... By the end of 1942… the struggle for a Jewish
state became the primary concern of the movement.’245

The desire to rescue Europe's Jews “was conveniently structured by
the Zionist programme in a way that involved only helping Jews to
reach Palestine.”246 Dina Porat, Yad Vashem’s chief historian agreed.
Most of the discussion in the Yishuv focused on immigration to Palestine
as a solution,… Little attention was given to the actual plight of the Jews of
Europe. 247

Christopher Sykes observed that ‘from the very beginning of the Nazi
disaster, the Zionist leadership determined to wrest political
advantage from the tragedy.’248 Lucas, reached similar conclusions:
‘While hopes and efforts for the rescue of Europe's Jews continued, the
struggle for a Jewish state became the primary concern of the (Zionist)
movement.’249

Ben-Gurion’s biographer, Shabtai Teveth, described how Ben-Gurion
‘concentrated all his efforts on the [Zionist] program, not to the tragedy of
European Jewry. He maintained a puzzling silence about what was going
on in Europe and Riegner’s telegram.’ 250
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Teveth described how
‘In spite of the certainty that genocide was being carried out, the JAE did
not deviate appreciably from its routine.’ 251

Dina Porat admitted in respect of Ben Gurion’s attitude that ‘these
questions are hard to answer’ because ‘Ben-Gurion’s concentration
on post-war goals shifted attention away from the present plight of
Europe’s Jews.’ 252
To Ben Gurion the war was 'a rare opportunity to achieve the
“Zionist solution... to the problem of the Jewish people.’253
‘all the significant steps in the progress of Zionism were always
related to the intensification of Jewish distress.’ 254
Shabtai Teveth concluded that
‘if there was a line in Ben Gurion’s mind between the beneficial disaster
and an all-destroying catastrophe, it must have been a very fine one.’ 255

In October 1941 Ben Gurion saw the catastrophe, ‘in its pre-holocaust
sense, as a source of strength and momentum’ 256 He wrote that
‘to the disaster of German Jewry we must offer a Zionist response,
namely we must convert the disaster into a source for the upbuilding of
Palestine’ 257

Refugeeism
In the wake of Kristallnacht, the state organised pogrom against
Germany’s Jews, there was a wave of sympathy for the plight of
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Germany’s Jews. In Britain the government agreed to the
kindertransport, admitting 10,000 unaccompanied Jewish children
from Germany.
The Zionists were extremely hostile to this offer. They wanted to use
the children as a battering ram to open the gates of Palestine to Jewish
immigration. Ben Gurion expressed his hostility to the proposal in a
shocking speech to Mapai’s Central Committee on 9 December 1938:
‘If I knew that it would be possible to save all the children in Germany by
bringing them over to England, and only half of them by transporting
them to Eretz Yisrael, then I would opt for the second alternative. For we
must weigh not only the life of these children, but also the history of the
People of Israel.’ 258

Malcolm MacDonald, the Colonial Secretary, recalled:
‘I remember at the time that Weizmann’s attitude shocked me. He insisted on the children
going to Palestine. As far as he was concerned it was Palestine or nowhere.’ 259

The Zionist leadership’s great fear was that
the future and destiny of Palestine and the plight of European Jewry would be considered
as two separate problems. As a result, efforts would be made to solve the problem of
European Jewry without using Palestine as a refuge.260

The Zionists were determined to use the plight of Europe’s Jews to
build their state. They vehemently opposed ‘refugeeism’ – the rescue
of Jews to anywhere that would have them. If the Jews were to be
saved it had to be to Palestine. Ben Gurion explained that:
‘Zionism… is not primarily engaged in saving individuals. If along the
way it saves a few thousand, tens of thousands or hundreds of thousands
of individuals, so much the better.’ But in the event of a conflict of
258
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interest between saving individual Jews and the good of the Zionist
enterprise, we shall say the enterprise comes first.’261

Ben Gurion was also clear that the task of rescuing Jews from the
Nazi hell was not one for Zionism. Zionism turned its back on the
Jews trapped in Nazi occupied Europe. Ben Gurion insisted that:
The tasks of assistance, of saving one more Jew , of doing all to prevent
deportations, are very important… and must be assumed by another
organisation, to be set up and funded from other sources.’ JAE funds
could only be used for rescue to Palestine 262

For Ben-Gurion ‘It is the job of Zionism not to save the remnant of
Israel in Europe but rather to save the land of Israel for the Jewish
people.’263 Zionism was at no time concerned with Jews as
individuals but as a collective, a people/race.
Saul Friedlander, himself a holocaust survivor, concluded that
‘rescue of the Jews in Europe was not at the top of the Yishuv leaders’
list of priorities. For them, the most important thing was the effort to
establish the state’.264

Friedlander described the Zionist attitude as ‘perplexing’: ‘no
concrete assistance or rescue plans emerged from the Yishuv
throughout most of 1941’. The Jewish Agency
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‘hardly paid

attention to the situation in Europe...’ 266
Abba Hillel-Silver, the President of the Zionist Organisation of
America, worried that:
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It is possible for the Diaspora to undermine the Jewish state, because the
urgency of the rescue issue could lead the world to accept a temporary
solution. We should place increased emphasis on fundamental Zionist
ideology.267

Evian
The Evian Conference (July 6-15, 1938) was a face-saving exercise. It
was called by Roosevelt on the basis that countries were not expected
to change their existing refugee policies. Roosevelt was only prepared
to admit refugees outside of America’s quotas at the end of 1941
when 2,000 statesmen, artists and scientists, who had been trapped in
Vichy France were allowed entry. Only in the years 1938-1940 did
the USA admit more than half the miserly quotas allotted to Germany
and Austria.268
The JAE first discussed Evian on 26 June 1938. Yitzhak Gruenbaum
feared
‘immense dangers loom from the Evian conference. It could mark the end
of Palestine as a land of immigration.... they will find some new territory to
which they will want to direct Jewish emigration. We must defend our
principle – that Jewish settlement can succeed only in Eretz-Israel, and
therefore no other [place of] settlement can be considered.’269:

It seemed to Ben-Gurion that the Zionists’ main task was
‘to reduce the damage, the danger and the disaster that can be expected
from the Evian Conference...It could remove Palestine from the
international agenda as a factor in the solution of the Jewish question.
Because at this time Palestine is not serving as a haven for masses of
immigrants. The haverim who propose to highlight at Evian the question
of the Jewish people are making a mistake. That question needs no more
267
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“highlighting.” the more we highlight the terrible distress of the Jewish
masses in Germany, Poland and Romania, the more damage we will do at
this time to the negotiations [with Britain].’ 270

What Ben Gurion feared was that since Palestine was unable to solve
the refugee question, it would inevitably mean looking for other
places of refuge. Zionism would be redundant. A meeting of the JAE
on June 26, 1938 decided to:
‘belittle the [Evian] Conference as far as possible and to cause it to decide
nothing…. We are particularly worried that it would move Jewish
organizations to collect large sums of money for aid to Jewish refugees,
and these collections could interfere with our collection efforts’ 271

The Zionists Sabotage Other Places of Refuge
The only positive outcome from Evian was the offer from Gen.
Trujillo of San Domingo to accept 100,000 Jewish refugees. Brazil’s
representative, Helio Lobo, indicated that Brazil could accept 40,000
emigrants a year, though nothing like this number were admitted. 272
It is estimated that more German Jewish refugees found refuge in
Latin America than Palestine during the 1930s.273
The JA was unremitting in their hostility to Trujillo’s offer and did its
best to destroy it. Trujillo was a maverick dictator as well as a racist.
He supported the Republicans in Spain, giving shelter to thousands
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following Franco’s victory. This and the offer to accept 100,000 Jews
stemmed from his desire to “whiten” Dominican society.274
The Zionist Yiddisher Kempfer attacked the project in a fit of
hypocritical anti-racist rhetoric. The settlement originated ‘in the
curse and disgrace of his racist hatred for the Negroes of Haiti.’ Only
the support of Roosevelt caused the America’s Zionist leaders to
restrain their opposition.275
When US Interior Secretary Harold Ickes raised the idea of admitting
10,000 Jewish refugees a year to Alaska, which was not subject to
America’s strict immigration quotas, Stephen Wise, the American
Zionist leader, rejected the idea. His pretext was that the territory was
“too cold” for Europeans. Auschwitz was no doubt warmer.
Wise’s real reasons were spelt out in a private letter to Supreme Court
Justice Felix Frankfurter (19.10.39). It would ‘make(s) a wrong and
hurtful impression to have it appear that Jews are taking over some
part of the country for settlement.’ 276 Unlike Palestine of course!
Other areas of settlement that were proposed included Kimberley and
the Northern Territories in Australia, British Guiana and Mindanao
(in the Philippines). When Neville Chamberlain suggested the former
German colony of Tanganyika, Wise exploded:
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‘I would rather have my fellow Jews die in Germany than live somehow,
anyhow, in the lands which bear the imprint of yesterday’s occupation by
Germany’.

Pressurising the Gestapo
Not only did the Zionist leaders oppose “refugeeism” but they lobbied
the Gestapo to ensure that German refugees could only go to
Palestine. The Gestapo ‘did everything in those days to promote
emigration, particularly to Palestine.’277
Haganah agent Feivel Polkes spearheaded these efforts. SS files show
that in return for information from Polkes on attempts to kill Hitler,
the Gestapo agreed that pressure
‘will be exerted on the Reichsvertretung der Juden in Deutschland [the
Jewish representative body] to oblige Jews who emigrate from Germany
to go exclusively to Palestine, and not to other countries.’278

Tom Segev says that it is hard to ascertain what position Polkes had
within Haganah.279 Israel has refused to release its files on Polkes.

Zionist Indifference to the Holocaust at the time
It almost seems counter intuitive when Israel takes thousands of
students to Auschwitz each year and the holocaust forms such a major
component of Zionist propaganda, to learn that during the holocaust
itself, the Zionist movement went to great lengths to ignore the
subject altogether, even denying that there was a holocaust.
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For example Gerhard Riegner of the World Jewish Congress in
Geneva received confirmation at the end of July 1942 that Europe’s
Jews were being exterminated. On 8th August he sent cables to the US
and British consulates confirming the Final Solution. Stephen Wise
received this on 28th August and agreed, at the State Department’s
request, to keep quiet. It was not until November 23 rd that the Jewish
Agency finally issued a statement to the world confirming that the
extermination of the Jews was taking place.
In a letter to Roosevelt of 2nd December 1942 Wise admitted that:
‘… it is indisputable that as many as two million civilian Jews have been slain. I have had
cables and underground advices for some months, telling of these things. I succeeded,
together with the heads of other Jewish organizations, in keeping these out of the
press.’280 (my emphasis)

Yet even after issuing their statement the Jewish Agency continued to
play down or even deny that the holocaust was taking place.
On 27 December 1942 the Agency issued a statement informing the
Yishuv that the holocaust had come to an end in Poland. This was
based on the Official Gazette of the Nazi General Government in
Poland which stated that 53 Jewish ghettos had been set up.281
On 23 March 1943 Davar, the Histadrut newspaper, was reprimanded
by Yosef Gravitzky, of the Jewish Agency’s Palcor news agency, for
copying from a Nazi paper, Ostland, a “report” that 2m Jews
remained in Poland, after the paper had reported one day earlier that
280
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no more than 200,000 Jews were still alive.282 In fact by this time
Polish Jewry had been almost completely decimated.
Numerous “reports” and false information concocted by the
Propaganda Ministry in Berlin found an echo in the Palestine press.283
When Bernard Joseph. the director of the JA political department, was
told that the Journalists' Union had requested its colleagues abroad to
give widespread prominence to the reports from Europe, Dov Joseph
urged caution in ‘exaggerating the number of Jewish victims’.
‘if we announce that millions of Jews have been slaughtered by the Nazis, we will justifiably
be asked where the millions of Jews are, for whom we claim that we shall need to provide
a home in Eretz Israel after the war ends.’284

Beit-Zvi observed that
‘Probably not even Goebbels in his wildest plans could have elicited the
kind of treatment the Hebrew press accorded to information about the
holocaust.’285

In the Kasztner trial it was reported by HaBoker that Moshe Sharett,
when head of the Political Department of the JA had ‘deliberately
concealed information about the annihilation’. Menachem Begin of
Herut, the future Prime Minister of Israel, alleged that ‘the Jewish
Agency covered up the news of the mass annihilation.’ 286

Rudolf Kasztner and Rudolf Vrba
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Rudolf Kasztner was the leader of Hungarian Zionism during the war.
In 1953 a libel case was brought against Malchiel Gruenwald, a 69year-old Hungarian Jew who alleged that Kasztner had collaborated
with the Nazis in the deportation of Hungary’s Jews. He depicted the
JA as ‘the Judenrat of Palestine’287 and accused them of complicity in
the murder of thousands of Hungarian Jews.
The trial began on 1 January 1954. Kasztner was a Mapai candidate in
the forthcoming Knesset elections.288 Attorney General Haim Cohen
had insisted that Kasztner sue Gruenwald and the state would finance
the action. Cohen unwittingly opened up a can of worms.
Hungarian holocaust survivors testified that if they had known the
truth then they would have tried to escape.289 Wiesel told how
‘We were taken just two weeks before D-Day, and we did not know that
Auschwitz existed… everyone knew except the victims.’290

When he arrived at Auschwitz a Sonderkommando berated them:
‘Didn’t you know what was in store for you here in Auschwitz?’
Wiesel admitted ‘True. We didn’t know. Nobody had told us. He
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couldn’t believe his ears…’ 291 Yehuda Bauer and the Zionist stable of
holocaust historians maintain that Hungary’s Jews knew.
Wiesel accused Kasztner of failing to warn Jews of the danger,
concentrating instead on secret negotiations with the SS.
‘Many of us could have, would have found hiding places with Christian
friends or in the surrounding mountains.’ 292

If the Jews had been warned what deportation meant then thousands
could have escaped across the border to Romania, which was now a
place of refuge for Jews, or hidden in Hungary.293 It is estimated that
4,000-4,500 Jews escaped across the Romanian border in any event
and many more escaped to Slovakia and neighbouring countries.294
Kasztner and Vaada dissuaded the Jews of Kolosvar and elsewhere
from escaping over the border.295 Joseph Katz, a lawyer from
Nodvarod, four miles from the Romanian border, testified that its
20,000 Jews knew nothing of Auschwitz.
Rudolf Vrba was one of 2 Jews who escaped from Auschwitz on 10
April 1944. Vrba and Alfred Wetzler reached Slovakia after a perilous
journey, on 24 April. The next day they wrote the Auschwitz Report
or Protocols, which revealed to the world the secrets of Auschwitz
and its gas chambers. This testimony was the first eye witness
291
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evidence that Auschwitz was an extermination not a labour camp. The
Report was given to Kasztner on or around the 27th April. However
Kasztner decided to suppress the Report. Vrba later wrote:
‘I am a Jew. In spite of that – indeed because of that “I accuse certain Jewish leaders of one
of the most ghastly deeds of the war. This small group of quislings knew what was
happening to their brethren in Hitler's gas chambers and bought their own lives with the
price of silence. Among them was Dr Kasztner.” … I was able to give Hungarian Zionist
leaders three weeks notice that Eichmann planned to send a million of their Jews to his gas
chambers… Kasztner went to Eichmann and told him, ‘I know of your plans; spare some
Jews of my choice and I shall keep quiet.’ 296

When Israeli Professor Jacob Talman criticised Hannah Arendt, for
mentioning Zionist collaboration with the Nazis, Vrba asked:
‘Did the Judenrat (or the Judenverrat) in Hungary tell their Jews what was awaiting them?
No, they remained silent and for this silence some of their leaders – for example Dr R
Kasztner – bartered their own lives and the lives of 1684 other ‘prominent’ Jews directly
from Eichmann.’297
‘If there was a line in Ben-Gurion’s mind between the beneficial disaster and an alldestroying catastrophe, it must have been a very fine one.’ Shabtai Teveth, official
biographer of David Ben Gurion 298

Guilty consciences
The Zionists knew what they were doing in giving preference to
building a Jewish state even to the extent of blocking rescue.
Unsurprisingly they had a guilty conscience. Chaim Weizmann wrote:
‘unless some radical measures are taken fairly soon, we Zionists may stand charged, when
history come to be written, with criminal indifference in the face of the greatest trial to
which Jewry has been subjected in modern times.’ 299

Joachim Prinz wrote about how
“It was morally disturbing to seem to be considered as the favoured children of the Nazi
Government, particularly when it dissolved the anti-Zionist youth groups, and seemed in
other ways to prefer the Zionists. The Nazis asked for a 'more Zionist behaviour.” 300
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Noah Lucas wrote of
‘… a gnawing sense of guilt’ among Israel’s leaders, asking: ‘Did the
Jewish Agency and other organisations do all that had been possible to
save the Jews of Europe from extermination. Were the various wartime
negotiations with the Nazi executives of death morally impeccable? … Did
the concentration on attaining statehood itself impede rescue? Did Zionist
statecraft contribute to the toll of Jewish life? These and other questions…
were submerged in the unconscious mind of the nation… From time to
time they came to the surface demanding precise elucidation in the courts
of law, as in the Kasztner case.’

Even as devoted a Zionist historian as Walter Lacquer spoke of how,
after the war ‘the question was asked whether enough had been done
to help them’, the Jews living in Nazi occupied Europe. Lacquer
referred to ‘an uneasy conscience.’ 301
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Lacquer, A History of Zionism, p.561.

Talk – Zionism and the Israeli State
23 April 2021
1. Last night’s riots – ‘Death to the Arabs’ ‘death to leftists’
2. San Remo April 1920 League of Nations Approves July 1922
3. 1947 UN Partition Resolution 181 Britain handed back Mandate

4. US pressure on countries plus Stalin’s stupidity
5. Uri Avnery 28.7.12. Talking Zionism
6. Zionism was the scaffolding that made the building of the state
possible, but once the house is built, the scaffolding becomes a
hindrance and must be removed.

7. When I was brought up – myth of refugee exodus
8. Arab attack
9.

Simha Flapan – Birth of Israel Myths & Realities
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Zionist acceptance of partition
Arabs rejected partition
Arab refugees fled at instruction of Arab leaders
All the Arab states united to destroy Israel
Arab invasion was inevitable
David faced Goliath
Israel always sought peace

10.
11.

Would Israel have been established but for Hitler?
Independence would have been delayed up to 10 years

12.
13.

ILP was party of state nothing more
Arabs under military rule

14.
Arabs didn’t vote in 1st election only granted
citizenship around 1951 US pressure

15.
16.

1950 RoR Law
1953 JNF law

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

1950 Absentee Property Law
1960/1 Israeli land laws
Mapai and Mapam had absolute majority
US backing didn’t occur till 1967
French British at Suez
ILP Vorster Algeria etc.
What was the role of Zionism?

Why Zionism was responsible for the Racism at
the heart of Israel’s Identity
Israel has always faced the choice between being a Jewish
State or a Democratic State – it cannot be both
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBmzhZX9jeo&feature=youtu.be

Uri Avnery was one of the few Zionists who were genuine peace
activists. Indeed it is arguable whether he was a Zionist. Although he
believed in a Jewish state he also believed in a state of equality.
Avnery argued in his article Talking Zionism that
Zionism was the scaffolding that made the building of the state possible,
but once the house is built, the scaffolding becomes a hindrance and must
be removed.

Avnery went on to describe those who ‘dreamt of normality’ as the
Canaanites. They were those who believed that Israel should cut itself
off from the idea that it doesn’t form a separate nation and instead
embrace their Arab citizens.
A demand for a state where each citizen, regardless of religion or
colour, is equal is taken as the minimum requirements for a country to
be considered democratic. Yet if you raised such a demand in relation
to Israel, for a State of Equal Rights, then you will be accused of
‘anti-Semitism’. After all opposition to ‘the only Jewish state in the
world’ is now defined as ‘anti-Semitic’ by the IHRA.
As Netanyahu declared, when reprimanding Israeli actress Rotem
Sala:

“Israel is not a state of all its citizens,” he wrote in response to criticism
from an Israeli actor, Rotem Sela. “According to the basic nationality law
we passed, Israel is the nation state of the Jewish people – and only it.

We have just learnt tonight of a violent demonstration by the Jewish
fascist group Lehava, in Israel, which took to the streets chanting
‘Death to the Arab’s – a carbon copy of the slogan of the anti-Semites
in Germany and Poland – ‘Death to the Jews’ (yet such a comparison
is termed anti-Semitic by the IHRA).
The present Israeli Ambassador to Britain, Tzipi Hotoveli, was
personally responsible as a member of the Knesset Committee for the
State of Women and Gender Equality for channeling funds to
Lehava’s ‘charitable’ wing.
I will argue in my talk that Zionism far from being the scaffolding for
the Israeli state was the building itself. Zionism represented a
particular form of architecture, otherwise known as ethnonationalism. Having been born in original sin it was hardly capable of
changing itself when it approached adulthood.
Israel was given legitimacy by United Nations Resolution 181 which
partitioned Mandate Palestine into a Jewish and Arab state. This was
achieved by a combination of US pressure on recalcitrant states like
Liberia and the treacherous decision of the Soviet Union to back a
Jewish state as a means of being rid of British imperialism from the
Middle East.

This gave birth to a whole series of myths surrounding Israel’s
founding. They are best summed up in a book by Simha Flapan, The
Birth of Israel: Myths and Realities.
For example when I grew up in a Zionist family I was told that the
only reason there were Arab refugees (the word ‘Palestinian’ was
never used) was that the Arabs of Israel had been instructed to leave
by the Arab regimes so that they could invade and destroy the
fledgling Jewish state.
We were told that Israel had been the victim of a simultaneous assault
by the surrounding Arab countries and it was only a miracle that had
saved it (actually it was Czechoslovakian weaponry!).
We were told that the Zionists accepted the UN partition but the
Arabs rejected it.
That it was a case of David v Goliath in 1948 and subsequently.
And of course Israel had always sought peace but the Arabs refused to
sit down and talk with it.
All of these and more were myths. Israel had a guerilla force, led by
Haganah that had been created by the British.
In fact Walid Khalidi and Erskin Childers in 1961 had demonstrated
beyond doubt, by examining CIA and BBC transcripts, that there had
been no Arab orders to evacuate. On the contrary there were orders to
stay!

When Meir Kahane of Kach, a party that demanded the expulsion of
Israel’s Palestinians was elected in 1984 to the Knesset, every other
party boycotted him. Members of the Knesset walked out when he
was speaking. Today Itamar Gvir of Otzma Yehudit has been invited
in by the Prime Minister Netanyahu as part of the governing coalition.
Gvir’s view that Israel’s Palestinians do not belong are part of a
growing and open right-wing consensus.
I want to look at a number of questions:about the formation of the
Israeli state.
First and foremost is the role of Zionism in the creation of an
apartheid state.
In particular laws such as the 1950 Law of Return, the 1953 JNF law
and 1950 Absentee Property Law
The role of imperialism. E.g. the Suez War, the alliance with France,
relations with Apartheid in South Africa.
Was there a Zionist left in reference to Mapam?
These and more questions will be discussed tomorrow
And then to look at that thorny question, can a Jewish State and a
Democratic State be reconciled?
When Kahane first burst on the scene he was quite clear. You can
have a Jewish state or a Democratic state but you can’t have both.
Was he right?
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